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Abstract
The industrial demand for low density high strength steels without compromising on ductility in
is endless. In this regards, grain refinement and austenitic stability considered to the practical
approach in order to meet the needs. The concept of phase reversion involving sever cold
deformation of metastable austenite to generate strain-induced martensite, followed by timetemperature

annealing

sequence,

was

used

to

obtain

varying

grain

size

from

nanograined/ultrafine-grained (NG/UFG) to coarse-grained (CG) regime. This concept was used
to obtain “high strength-high ductility” combination in nano/ultrafine-grained (NG/UFG)
austenite stainless steel. Using this concept, the objective of the study here is to elucidate the
dependence on deformation mechanism, deformation-induced microstructural changes and
fracture behavior w.r.t grain size. The objective was accomplished by combining depth-sensing
nanoindentation experiments conducted at various strain rates and interrupted tensile testing at
various strains and post-mortem analysis of deformed Fe-17Cr-7Ni (AISI 301LN). In the high
strength NG/UFG steel, deformation twinning contributes to excellent ductility, while in the low
strength coarse-grained (CG) steel, ductility was due to strain-induced martensite, implying clear
distinction and fundamental transition in the deformation behavior of NG/UFG and CG
austenitic stainless steels. TWIP effect was observed in NG/UFG steel, which effected the
fracture behavior where it shows striations on the fracture surface and as the grain size, the
fracture becomes microvoid-coalesce type due to the presence of strain-induced martensite
(TRIP effect) in CG steels. Success of this concept motivated to develop varied grain sizes
(NG/UFG & CG) of Fe-1.55Mn-0.1V-0.018N microalloyed superplastic steel and its
deformation and fracture behavior was investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The superplastic steel exhibits grain boundary

vi

migration during plastic deformation, which is an attribute to grain boundary sliding. The
fracture surface was characterized by elongated cavities that nucleated and grew parallel to the
applied tensile stress along with the presence of plastic deformation around the cavities. In order
to explore the austenitic stability and their ability to improve mechanical properties, other set of
advance high strength steels, medium-Mn TRIP steels is chosen for its TRIP behavior. The effect
of Al content on deformation mechanism and fracture behavior have been explored using
different characterization tenchniques. Steels with 2-4 wt% Al were characterized by only TRIP
effect, while TWIP was also observed in conjunction with strain-induced martensite in 6Al-steel,
a behavior attributed to increase in stacking fault energy with increase in Al-content such that the
austenite is stable. The difference in mechanical properties was reflected in the fracture behavior.
In the practical point of view, these approaches provide novel methods to develop metals and
alloys with exceptional combination of strength and ductility.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview
The evolution of steel is said to be started around 4000 years ago, about the age when

Iron was new to the world called Iron age. Iron had replaced bronze, which as then widely used
metal to make tools and weapons was popular due to its impressive properties such as hardness
and strength. Though around 17th century, the features of iron were well understood, but it was
in 1856, the ultimate breakthrough in steel history came in the form of Henry Bessemer who
developed an effective way to use oxygen to reduce the carbon content in iron which led to the
birth of modern steel industry [1].
There has been massive progress in the alloying of steels commercially, scientifically
form last fifty years than ever before. There is always a demand for new or improved materials
with upgraded properties along with the evolution of innovative techniques and technologies
available. The quest for more modern materials with improved properties than existing
counterparts is an eternal process. One approach is by choosing the appropriate alloying elements
which offer the following [2].
•

It improves strength and ductility

•

Stability at elevated temperatures.

•

Increases toughness

•

Corrosion resistance

•

Enhancement in mechanical properties at a broad range of temperatures
Steel is an alloy of mostly iron and carbon with carbon ranging from 0.1% to 2.1% and

anything above 2.1% is considered to be cast iron [3]. On the basis of carbon percentage in
1

steels, they are divided into low carbon steels, medium carbon steels, and high carbon steels.
Alloying elements are the hardening agent and help in preventing dislocations in the iron lattice
[2]. Mechanical properties of the steels such as ductility, strength, and hardness depend on the
alloying elements and the percentage added during the steel making. The most commonly added
alloying elements to steels are Manganese, Cobalt, Chromium, Titanium, Vanadium,
Molybdenum, Nickel Phosphorus and Tungsten. Depending on the processing parameters and
techniques carried out, and the resulted microstructure, the strength of the steels is determined.
For example, Martensitic steels are considered to have the highest strength. This is achieved by
rapid cooling of austenite form of iron quenching in water or oil at a very high rate and thus
forming either lath or Plate morphology [4]. The change in strength and hardness directly
influences ductility. As the strength increases the ductility decreases.
There is always a risk of failure possibly due to hydrogen embrittlement as high strength
steels are coated with metallic coatings to protect it from corrosion [5]. Failure can be avoided if
all the factors can be taken into account during the making. The factors such as sound design,
proper material selection, application of economically feasible and technically sound fabrication
procedures and different construction practices [6] ensure the safety, reliability, and efficiency of
both structural and mechanical systems. In almost every case, the fracture is the final stage of
any component and occurs due to factors, which are independent of the combined influence of
improved design, incorrect material selection, incorrect fabrication procedures, flaws present in
the material or incorrect construction practice, and the environment places a very pivotal role.
Development of newer products and finding appropriate applications for high strength steel
necessitates that careful consideration is given to all pertinent limit states, design procedures,
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fabrication practices and construction processes combined with a thorough evaluation of all
potential end users to help ensure safe and reliable operation.
In general, the mechanical properties of high strength steel are often governed by the
independent influences of chemical composition, processing history, and development of
intrinsic microstructural features, geometry or part thickness, the temperature of operation,
loading-rate, and presence of constraints at the crack (flaw) tip [7-13]. Conditions that tend to
minimize limitations in a structure are fairly beneficial for enhancing the ability of a metal to
deform plastically. This facilitates in improving the fracture toughness and overall damage
tolerance capability of the high strength steel. Factors such as an increase in thickness of the part,
incorporation of engineering notches, an increase in the loading rate; and lowering of the
operating temperature are known to be detrimental to both ductility and fracture toughness of the
chosen metal and related engineering structure [14-19].
1.2

Classification of Steels
As discussed earlier, through times demand for steels increased with improved properties

Figure 1.1 “Banana Curve” showing strength-ductility combination of various AHSS
including austenitic stainless steel [20]
3

to meet the need of the society and their safety. That lead to the development of various steels
with different composition, properties, and performance as depicted in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1
shows the classification of steels regarding elongation until fracture and their respective tensile
strengths. The eminent classes of steels are as follows:
Stainless Steel
Stainless steels are one of the most critical classes of steels. Their advantageous
properties such as excellent corrosion resistance, good formability, a wide range of strength
levels, good elongation, and decent aesthetic appearance make them unique. The addition of at
least 11% of Cr to steels makes stainless steels, which forms chromium oxide layer and gives
good corrosion, and oxidation resistance to the steel. To enhance the resistance to pitting in
stainless steels small amounts of Mo is added, whereas Ni acts as a strong austenite stabilizer
[21, 23]. Complications such as staining, rusting or corroding which common in structural,
industrial, aerospace environments, stainless steels are predominantly used. There is a wide
range of applications for stainless steels, such as utensils, knives, refrigerators, watches, etc. In
sophisticated environments, they are used in space vehicles, biomedical implants, food
packaging, chemical plants, automotive and petroleum industries [21, 22].
Stainless steels are classified into three main categories. They are:
Ferritic stainless steels: Classic ferritic stainless steel contains 0.04% C, 0,45% Mn and
12%-17% Cr. Ferritic stainless steels have BCC crystal structure and exhibits ferromagnetism in
nature. These steels have relatively low amounts of Ni content. They possess moderate corrosion
resistance, good engineering properties at room temperature, but poor high-temperature
mechanical properties compared to other stainless steels. They are used in making forks and
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spoons, and other household appliances where hardness is not required. In some cases, they are
used for exhaust pipes in cars though it exhibits poor mechanical properties at high temperatures.
Austenite stainless steels: Austenite stainless steels are widely used in the class of
stainless steels. Due to the presence of Nickel (Ni) and Manganese (Mn), the austenite is stable at
room temperature. Its FCC crystal structure makes it unique among other stainless steels that
makes it exhibit excellent strengths even at high temperatures and high corrosion resistance.
Austenitic stainless steels are non-magnetic which makes it unsuitable for marine applications
but its excellent biocompatibility, they are widely used as biomedical implants. These steels are
mainly classified into 200 series and 300 series, where the classes like 301, 304, 316 stainless
steels are widely used throughout the world. In addition to these classes, we often find the letters
L and/or N following by type of steel. For instance, 301LN austenitic stainless steel, which
means L stands for low carbon (~0.03%), and N for high nitrogen which helps in increasing the
yield strength of the steel by solid solution strengthening.
Martensitic stainless steels: Martensitic stainless steels contain a high percentage of
carbon and a low percentage of chromium which makes it different when compared with ferritic
stainless steels. Similar to ferritic stainless steel, they have low Ni content in the composition.
They are grouped into grades such as 410 and 420. Hardened martensitic steels cannot be
successfully cold formed. The hardness of these steels can be improved by heat treatment. They
possess exceptional strength and toughness unlike in ferritic, and austenitic stainless steels.
These steels have a BCT crystal structure and exhibit poor corrosion resistance compared to the
other two classes of stainless steels. They endure ferromagnetism, nature like ferritic stainless
steels, these steels also have low Ni content and exhibit ferromagnetism. They are magnetic,
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have moderate corrosion resistance and poor weldability. Applications of martensitic stainless
steel comprises cook wear, springs, scissors, industrial blades, screwdrivers, etc.
Duplex Stainless Steel: These stainless steels contain an approximately equal percentage
of ferritic and austenitic in their microstructure. This microstructure makes them have higher
strength than the rest. They are resistant to stress corrosion cracking, moderately weldable,
moderately formability. They are magnetic but not so much as the ferritic, martensitic stainless
steel.
Precipitation Hardening Stainless Steel: With the addition of alloying elements such as
Copper (Cu), Niobium (Nb) and Aluminum (Al) and suitable aging heat treatment, very fine
particles form in the matrix of the steel which imparts strength can be developed which is called
precipitation hardening stainless steel. They also possess good corrosion resistance comparable
to standard austenitic steels.
Transformation-Induced Plasticity (TRIP) steel
TRIP (transformation induced plasticity) steels are new generation high strength low
alloy steels. These steels offer exceptional combination of strength and ductility because of their
microstructure. The microstructure of these steels consists of islands of hard residual austenite
and carbide free bainite dispersed in a soft ferritic matrix. The primary matrix of ferrite consists
of retained austenite. In addition to a minimum of 5 % to 15 % of retained austenite, hard phases
such as martensite and bainite are present in varying amounts. Austenite is transformed into
martensite during plastic deformation to achieve greater elongations and providing these steels
their excellent combination of strength and ductility along with high strain hardening ability.
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Figure 1.2 Typical micro structure of TRIP steel [24]
TRIP steels require an isothermal hold at an intermediate temperature, which produces
some bainite. The microstructure consists of high-volume fraction of retained austenite due to the
presence of high silicon and carbon content.
TRIP steels use higher quantities of carbon for stabilizing the retained austenite phase to
below ambient temperature. Higher contents of silicon and/or aluminum accelerate the
ferrite/bainite formation. Additional advantage is it also avoid formation of carbide in the
bainite region.
Altering the carbon content helps controlling the strain level wherein austenite starts
transforming to martensite. At lower carbon levels, the transformation of the retained austenite
begins almost instantaneously upon deformation, thus improving the formability and work
hardening rate during the stamping process. On the other hand, the retained austenite has stability
at higher carbon contents and its transformation starts only at strain levels above those applied
during forming. The retained austenite remains in the final component at these carbon levels. Its
transformation into martensite takes place during subsequent deformation, such as a crash event.
As a result of its strain hardening ability, the mechanical properties, exclusively the yield
strength of the end product comparatively higher to those of the initial blank. Due to these
7

excellent properties of TRIP steels are considered to have excellent energy absorption capacity.
TRIP steels also exhibit a strong bake hardening (BH) effect following deformation, which
further improves their crash performance. They are applicable for structural and reinforcement
parts of complex shape. As a result of their high energy absorption capacity and fatigue strength,
TRIP steels are particularly well suited for automotive structural and safety parts such as cross
members, longitudinal beams, B-pillar reinforcements, sills and bumper reinforcements.
There are other types of steels such as Dual phase steels, Interstitial steels and complex
phase steels. Dual-phase (DP) steels comprise a soft phase ferrite surrounding islands of a hard
phase martensite. The ferrite phase is mainly pure iron, just like the extra-deep-drawing steel
grades used to make automotive fenders; this phase gives this steel grade its high ductility. The
martensite phase—which has extremely high strength, like the quenched grades that are used for
springs and cutting tools—is responsible for the high tensile strength (TS). It has remarkable
work hardening ability and large ductility (~30%) as comparable to high-strength low-alloy
(HSLA) steels. The term ‘Interstitial Free steel (IF steel) implies that there are no interstitial
solute atoms to strain the solid iron lattice, resulting in very soft steel. IF steels have interstitial
free body centered cubic (bcc) ferrite matrix. These steels normally have low yield strength, high
strain rate sensitivity and good formability. Complex phase (CP) steels typify the transition to
steel with very high ultimate tensile strengths. The microstructure of CP steels contains small
amounts of martensite, retained austenite and pearlite within the ferrite/bainite matrix. An
extreme grain refinement is created by retarded recrystallization or precipitation of microalloying
elements like Ti or Nb. In comparison to DP steels, CP steels show significantly high yield
strength at qual tensile strength. It also possesses high energy absorption, high residual
deformation capacity.
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1.3

Processes to fabricate nanostructured materials
In recent years there has been a vast growing interest in developing severe plastic

deformation (SPD) processing to fabricate bulk nanostructured metals and alloys with unique
properties [25–28]. This SPD approach defined as a metal forming method under a great
hydrostatic pressure that may be used to impose a very high strain on a bulk solid without the
introduction of any significant change in the overall dimensions of the sample and to have the
ability to produce exceptional grain refinement [28]. The nanomaterials produced vis SPD are
fully dense, and thorough mechanical testing is possible due to their large geometric dimensions,
which is attractive for efficient, practical applications. SPD materials is viewed as advanced
structural and functional materials of the next generation of metals and alloys. Today, SPD
techniques are emerging from the domain of laboratory-scale research into commercial
production of various ultrafine-grained materials. This change is manifested in several ways.
First, it is characterized by the fact that not only pure metals are investigated, but also
commercial alloys for various applications; second, by developing several approaches to enhance
properties of ultrafine-grained metals and alloys. It is well established that plastic deformation
can have essential effects on the microstructure and materials properties. For example,
microstructure refinement and the forming of cells, sub-grains, and fragments take place during
heavy rolling or drawing, and it can lead to improvement of some properties. However, materials
produced by these methods usually have a decreased ductility due to the resulting
microstructures have mostly low-angle dislocation boundaries. At the same time, it has been
recently shown that the formation of ultrafine-grained (UFG) structure is possible using SPD.
Unique physical and mechanical properties such as high strength and ductility, low temperature,
high strain rate superplasticity and others which corresponds to UFG nanostructures.
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SPD is preferred over other techniques because it facilitates the deformation of a material
up to large strains than many commercially available traditional methods, thereby enhances the
strength of a material. Significant levels of hydrostatic pressure is achieved because the shape is
retained to specific dimensions that can prevent the material to free flow. Hydrostatic pressure is
required for accomplishing high strains to incorporate the high density of lattice defects into the
material leading to outstanding grain refinement, substantial. The basic principle of SPD
technique is that by introducing extremely large strains (ε > 4) into the material by maintaining
required geometry of the specimen a nanostructured material is fabricated. In comparison to
traditional metal processing techniques, such as rolling, forging, extrusion, drawing etc., SPD
processing contrasts in a very important way. Because of high structural stability at elevated
temperatures even at high strain rates, superplastic behavior can be successfully achieved from
nano/ultrafine grain materials.
In order to synthesize nanostructured materials, two approaches have been developed
named bottom up and top down [29]. In “bottom up” approach the nanostructured materials are
fabricated from nanoscale/atomic level to bulk scale. The limitations of this approach are:
•

Consolidation of nanoparticles has been a challenge and grain growth of these materials
usually occurs during consolidation.

•

Another disadvantage of nanostructured materials are having gas trapped and porosity
[30].
In “top-down” approach the bulk coarse-grained materials are cultured into

nanostructured materials. Severe plastic deformation (SPD) procedures are utmost effective and
widely used top-down approach [31,32]. The average grain size of a material processed via SPD
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technique lies in the range of ~100 nm. Thus, SPD is one of the most efficient and effective way
of synthesizing nanostructured materials.
1.3.1 SPD techniques
Equal-Channel Angular Pressing
There are numerous well-established methods for subjecting metallic samples to an
imposed strain, including through the standard industrial metal-working processes of rolling or
extrusion, but all of these methods necessitate a change in the physical dimensions of the sample.
But in contrast, ECAP is different from these conventional procedures because the crosssectional dimensions of the sample remain unchanged during straining. The principle of ECAP is
depicted schematically in the three-dimensional illustration in Fig. 1.3(a)
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1.3 (a) Schematic illustration of ECAP showing the three orthogonal planes x, y and z.
(b) A section through an ECAP die showing the two internal angles φ and Ψ. (c) The principle
of shearing between elements 1 and 2 in ECAP [33].
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The ECAP die contains two channels, equal in cross-section, intersecting at an angle near
the center of the die. The test sample is machined to fit within these channels and it is pressed
through the die using a plunger [33]. The straining imposed on the sample as it goes through the
die is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.3(c) where, for simplicity, it is assumed that the angle
of intersection between the two channels is 90◦. Thus, simple shear is imposed at the shearing
plane between the two adjacent segments labelled 1 and 2 in Figure 1.3(b). Three planes may be
defined within the sample at the point of exit from the die, as indicated in Figure 1.3(a) where
plane x is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the sample and planes y and z are parallel to
the side and top faces, respectively. Figure 1.3(b) illustrates a section through the die and defines
two internal angles, and Ψ, delineating the curvature associated with the two channels: there is an
angle between the channels and an angle Ψ at the outer arc of curvature where the two channels
intersect.
When the sample passes through the die, the precise value of the von Mises equivalent
strain is dependent upon the values of these two angles ϕ and Ψ. Since the cross-sectional
dimensions of the sample remain unchanged with a single passage through the die, the sample
may be pressed repetitively through the die in order to achieve a very high total strain. It can be
shown 2836 from first principles that the total strain accumulated through a series of repetitive
pressings, εN , is given by the relationship [34]

𝜀𝑁 =

𝑁
√3

𝜙

𝛹

𝜙

𝛹

[2 cot ( 2 + 2 ) + 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑐 ( 2 + 2 ) ]

(1)

where N is the total number of passes through the die.
Model experiments, using plexiglass dies and layers of colored plasticine, have
confirmed the validity of Equation 1 except immediately adjacent to the die walls where there
may be frictional effects [35]. In addition, there has been reasonable confirmation of this
relationship from experiments using a sample incorporating a grid pattern [36] and, except only
near the sample edges, from two-dimensional finite element modeling [37].
Very recently, an alternative expression was proposed where εN is given by [38]
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𝜀𝑁 =

𝑁
√3

[2 cot (

𝜙+𝛹
2

) +𝛹 ]

(2)

However, it can be shown by calculation that Equations 1 and 2 give identical values for
εN at the upper and lower bounds of the arc angle Ψ and they differ by 5% under all other
conditions for any angle of Φ 90 [39].
A similar approach has been developed also to estimate the strain in situations where the
two channels of the die have different cross-sectional dimensions [40] and finite element
modelling has been used to examine the significance of any gap that may form between the
sample and the die wall at the outer arc of curvature between the two channels [41].
High-Pressure Torsion
A brief introduction of the HPT procedure is presented in this section. More detailed
descriptions are available in the literature [43, 44]. The principle of the modern HPT process is
illustrated schematically in Figure 1.4 [45]. A specimen is held between the plunger and the
support and is strained in torsion under the applied pressure (P) in the order of several GPa (1–10
GPa). A lower holder rotates and deforms the specimen by the contact surface friction forces so
that deformation proceeds under a quasi-hydrostatic pressure.
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Figure 1.4 A schematic view of HPT setup [42].

In practice, there are two main types of HPT processing depending on the shape of the
anvils: the unconstrained (Figure 1.6a) and the constrained (Figure 1.6b, c) HPT. In
unconstrained HPT, samples are placed between two anvils and subjected to HPT processing. In
such a case, the sample material is free to flow outward when the high pressure is applied.
Samples are thus much thinner after HPT processing [47]. In constrained HPT, samples are
placed into the cavity of the lower anvil or both anvils [47], which can prevent material flowing
outward. Therefore, the thickness reduction is not evident during HPT. Normally, the constrained
HPT is a more common method since this designing is conducted with a more effective backpressure to the samples [48–50]. However, it is generally difficult to achieve an idealized
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constrained condition. The experiments are often performed under a quasi-constrained condition
where there is at least some limited outward flow between the anvils.
For an infinitely small rotation, 𝑑𝜃, and a displacement, 𝑑𝑙, it follows from Figure 1.5
that where 𝑟 is the radius of the disk, the incremental shear strain, 𝑑𝛾, is given by [42]:
𝑑𝛾 =

𝑑𝑙
ℎ

=

𝑟𝑑𝜃
ℎ

(1)

where ℎ is the disk thickness.

Figure 1.5 A schematic view of the sample dimension and the parameters used to estimate
the imposed strain in HPT [41].
By further assuming that the thickness of the disk is independent of the rotation angle 𝜃, it
follows from formal integration that since 𝜃 = 2𝜋𝑁, the total shear strain, 𝛾, can be expressed as
[42]:

𝜸=

𝟐𝝅𝑵𝒓
𝒉

where 𝑁 is the number of rotations. The equivalent Von Mises strain is calculated using a
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(2)

commonly used relationship [42]:
𝜀=

𝛾
√3

(3)

Figure 1.6 A schematic view of the (a) unconstrained and (b and c) constrained HPT
processing conditions [42].
Theoretically, the imposed strain during HPT is given by Eq. (2). As a result of this expression,
the strain is equal to zero at the center of the sample and increases linearly until reaching a
maximum near the edges. Thus, the microstructure produced by HPT is heterogeneous. Some
authors reported that the microhardness also varies significantly along the radius of disks
processed by HPT [51–53].

Accumulative roll-bonding
Figure 1.7 presents the scheme of accumulative roll-bonding (ABR) procedure. Two
pieces of strip with clean and degreased surfaces are put together and after annealing joined by
means of 50% consecutive rolling. The obtained strip which is composed of two bond layers is
then sectioned in two pieces and after cleaning of two surfaces which are to be fixed together,
consequently heated and rolled 50% to perform roll-bonding. Due to 50% rolling reduction
followed by stacking 2 halves and consecutive 50% rolling reduction the procedure can be
continued practically without limits [54].
Suppose the strip with initial thickness 𝑡𝑜 , rolled with 50% reduction in each cycle; the
thickness 𝑡𝑛 of individual layer, after 𝑛 cycles, can be calculated according to the formula
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𝑡𝑛 =

𝑡𝑜
2𝑛

The total reduction 𝑧𝑛 after 𝑛 cycles is
𝑧𝑛 = 1 −

𝑡
1
=1− 𝑛
𝑡𝑜
2

And with the Huber-Hencky-v. Mises yield criterion of plasticity [55] and plane strain state of
deformation under rolling the equivalent plastic strain is equal to
𝜀𝑛 = {

2

1
𝑙𝑛 ( )} ∗ 𝑛 = 0.8𝑛
2
√3

In the ARB process, there are two possible mechanisms which are potentially different
from other severe straining approaches. One of the most important mechanism is the severe shear
deformation below the surface and its effects. Another approach is the initiation of new
interfaces that subsequently show a well-developed fiber structure.
The advantage of ARB over other SPD processes are bulk production and ease of making
large and complex sized materials. In general, the NG/UFG structure obtained via ARB process
is not equiaxed, instead pancaked structure elongated in lateral direction. Regardless the
specification of metals and alloys, the microstructural feature obtained is same. ARB process can
be successfully implemented to metal-matrix composites (MMC) by roll-bonding the mixed
powders [25].
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Figure 1.7 Schematic illustration showing the principle of accumulative roll bonding (ARB)
[56].
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Multi-directional forging
Multi-directional forging (MDF) was similar to multiaxial forging for the formation of
nanograined/ultrafine grained (NG/UFG) materials in macroscale [57, 58]. The NG/UFG
structure in single phase alloys can be obtained by MDF via dynamic recrystallization.
Multi-dimensional forging means the application of mechanical pressure on a material in
different directions, including setting and pulling of the axis. The working principle of the
multidimensional forging in various axis is depicted in Figure 1.8. The uniformity of strain is
relatively low in MDF compared with HPT and ECAP techniques. As the process starts at
elevated temperatures and at relatively low specific loads, this technique can be successfully

Figure 1.8 Schematic illustration of multidirectional forging [60].
implemented to obtain nanograined structures in brittle materials. In order to obtain high degree
of grain refinement, an appropriate choice of chemistry-temperature-strain-strain rate is
extremely desirable. The operational temperatures for this technique is typically between 0.1-0.5
Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting temperature. The nanocrystalline materials of large-sized
billets can be successfully produced by this method [59].
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Twist Extrusion
Twist extrusion grain refinement process was introduced in the year 2004. The principles
of this process are illustrated in Figure 1.9. The sample is pushed through the extrusion die while
it is twisted at a desired angle. The cross-section of the die for extrusion maintains the shape and
size of the sample. Also, the twisting angle is along its longitudinal axis, so the size and shape of
the sample can be recovered after every pass. Therefore, the process can be repeated several
times for excellent grain refinement [61].
One of the biggest limitation in this process is the microstructural heterogeneity. The
plastic strain induced to the material is not homogenous across the cross section, instead it

Figure 1.9 Schematic of the classical twist extrusion process [62].
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increases with the distance away from the axis. The regions located far from the axis get refined
more than the closer ones. This leads to non-uniform mechanical properties with center having
the lowest strength. But the microstructural homogeneity can be enhanced by increasing the
number of passes. Another disadvantage is that circular geometries are not possible, only
different cross-sectional shapes can be refined.
1.4

Properties of nanostructured materials
The unique properties of nanostructured materials are derived from its exceptional

microstructural constituents. These unique mechanical and physical properties facilitate the
utilization of nanostructured materials for many commercial applications. The materials
fabricated through SPD process greatly elevates the tensile and yield strengths of the
nanostructured materials over conventional materials. It is estimated that ~25-100% of tensile
strengths are enhanced for nanostructured materials via SPD. In addition to the tensile strength,
grain refinement can also improve the fatigue resistance, and superplastic behavior depending on
the type of alloy and processing conditions. Although the mechanisms of grain refinement of
different alloys behave differently, it is widely accepted nanostructured materials of optimum
grain size can significantly improve the mechanical and physical properties over conventional
counterparts [63-68].
1.4.1 Strength and ductility
In traditional coarse-grained alloys, the strength of the material usually follows the HallPetch relationship, i.e., yield strength of a material is inversely proportional to square root of
grain size [69].
σ = σ0 + Kd-1/2
where σ is the strength, d is the grain size, and σ0 and K are constants.
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Nanostructured materials do not obey Hall-Petch relation and results in slower strength
increment with decrease in grain size. The materials after a critical grain size follow inverse
Hall-Petch relationship [69]. Extremely small grains are not recommended to achieve a high
strength-high ductility combination. Ductility usually decreases with decrease in grain size
(Figure 1.10). Nanostructured materials having a grain size less than 20 nm may experience
lower strength and lower ductility compared to coarse-grained materials. In order to achieve
good strength and ductility combination, nanostructured materials of optimal grain size is
recommended.

Figure 1.10. Graphical representation of strength with decrease in grain size [70].
The processing method can also significantly affect the strength and ductility. Oxidation,
and porosity are the key defects for the brittle nature of nanostructured materials processed by
consolidation of nanopowders [71]. Materials processed via electrodeposition can also
experience brittle nature as a result of impurities from the electrolyte. Whereas, the materials
fabricated through SPD techniques are usually impurity free and porosity free results in high
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strength-high ductility combination. The combination of high strength-high ductility rarely exists
in a material. Therefore, the nanostructured materials processed via SPD are attractive for
aerospace, automotive applications. There are many researches presently involved in finding
exact mechanism for achieving good mechanical properties, but it is generally acknowledged
that the nature of microstructures control the deformation mechanism to understand the
mechanical behavior of materials.
1.4.2 Thermal stability
It is expected that nanostructured materials elucidates low thermal stability due to high
area fraction of grain boundaries and more dislocations. Surprisingly, the nanostructured
materials processed by SPD techniques displays comparably satisfactory thermal stability. For
instance, nanostructured Ti processed via ECAP+rolled can be annealed at 400oC without losing
the strength [72]. So, Ti is one of the most efficient alloy in terms of many applications such as
medical implants.
1.4.3 Corrosion resistance
There is no major contrast in the corrosion resistance of nanostructured materials when
compared with coarse-grained materials, as suggested by many researchers. But, due to the more
uniform nature of corrosion, nanostructured Ti has better corrosion resistance than coarsegrained counterpart [73]. High defect density inside the grains tends to equilibrate the energies
across the material, leads to a more uniform corrosion. This enhances the corrosion resistance of
nanostructured Ti [74]. In case of conventional Ti alloy (average grain size in the range of mm to
µm), the dissolution of the material is entirely focused at the grain boundaries. This is because
grain boundaries have energies higher than the grain itself.
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1.4.4 Physical properties
Optical and magnetic properties are unique for amorphous and nanostructured solids.
Grain size plays a major part in altering the physical properties. There will be change in color
and/or transparency in the solids as the grain sizes change from amorphous to the nanometer
range [75]. It is found that nanostructured magnetic materials have lower Curie temperature and
lower saturation magnetization than their coarse-grained counterparts. Such alloys with very
good soft magnetic properties can be made with specific core loss, time variability of core-loss,
and low magnetostriction. Amorphous Fe and Co are prime examples of those alloys having soft
magnetic property. They can be easily casted into cylinders or melt-spun into ribbons and hence
are used for high frequency transformers, magnetic heads, etc. [76].
1.4.5 Superplastic behavior
In general, superplastic materials have the ability to sustain high degree of plastic
deformation (≥100%) [77-79]. Among many criteria’s for superplasticity, one of the important
requirement is fine-grained structure. The curiosity in superplasticity comes from the fact that,
with relatively inexpensive forming methods complex shapes can be achieved, particularly if the
temperature of deformation can be reduced. However, in many nanograined/ultrafine-grained
(NG/UFG) alloy systems, due to the lack of strain hardening ability ductility is limited [80, 81].
As grain boundary sliding is widely considered as an important deformation mechanism to
explain superplastic behavior, it is contemplated that superplasticity can occur in NG/UFG alloy
systems with high rate of strain hardening ability and high fraction of grain boundaries. Due to
the nanograined structure, the number of grain boundaries involved in sliding is usually high,
which confirms grain boundary sliding as the important mechanism of superplasticity [82].
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1.5

Deformation mechanisms

1.5.1 Transformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP effect)
In general, the theory on spontaneous martensitic transformation is applicable to the
deformation induced martensitic transformation. The martensitic transformation in steels is a
cooperative movement of atoms without any long-range diffusion. Bain introduced a theory on
how to transform the face-centered cubic (FCC) austenite, to the body-centered cubic (BCC) or
body-centered tetragonal (BCT) 𝑎́ - martensite by a cooperative movement of atoms [83]. The
Bain theory was adopted, because it theoretically demonstrated the martensitic transformation by
minimum of atomic movement. Later, Kurdjumov and Sachs [84]; Nishiyama and Wasserman
[85] determined the orientation relationship between austenite and 𝑎́ -martensite
(111) || (011) and [1̅01] || [11̅1] (Kurdjumov and Sachs)
(111) || (011) and [11̅0] || [101] (Nishiyama-Wasserman)
These two orientations differ about 5 degrees around [111]γ [86]. They also predict
different habit planes (invariant planes). Nishiyama-Wasserman determined the habit plane for a
Fe-Ni steel to be {225} and Kurdjumov-Sachs determined the habit plane for a carbon steel to be
{259}.
These experimental findings did indicate that the Bain distortion was not complete, since
the Bain distortion predicts no invariant planes. Thus, a lattice-invariant shear must accompany
the Bain distortion. The phenomenological theory states that the martensitic transformation is
accomplished by the Bain distortion, and a shear deformation at the interface between austenite
and martensite. The shear at the interface occurs by either slip or twinning (Figure 1.11)
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Figure 1.11 Schematic of the martensitic transformation (a) the shape change predicted by
Bain (b) shear at the interface between austenite and ά-martensite (c) twinning at the interface
of austenite and ά-martensite [86].
The rate of growth for martensite plates has been determined as 1100m/s by resistivity
measurements [87]. This high growth rate is one of the reasons why the martensitic
transformations are complex to study and the theory remain vague.
The austenite in metastable stainless steels can transform to two different types of
martensite, where one is hexagonal close packed (HCP) martensite, called 𝑎́ -martensite. The
other is a body centered cubic (BCC) martensite, called 𝑎́ -martensite. The martensitic phases will
induce volume changes compared to the parent austenite, where the 𝑎́ - martensite generates a
volume expansion of 1-4% and the 𝑎́ -martensite generates a volume contraction. The 𝑎́ martensite has been reported to nucleate at dislocation pileups, while the nucleation of 𝑎́ martensite occurs at stacking faults. It has been proposed that the initial 𝑎́ -martensite nucleus are
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coherent with the parent austenite[87]. When the 𝑎́ -martensite plates grow they probably become
semicoherent or incoherent. The 𝑎́ - martensite is believed to remain coherent with the parent
austenite.
With enough driving force (decrease in Gibbs free energy) 𝑎́ -martensite nucleus will
rapidly grow as plates. The growth of the martensite will stop at high angle grain boundaries or

Figure 1.12. Schematic of the growth of ά-martensite plates. Their growth are stopped by
other martensite plates or high angle grain boundaries [86].
at other martensite plates, see Figure 1.12. This implies that the austenitic grain size is affecting
the growth of martensite plates. Smaller austenitic grain size will induce smaller martensite
plates. However, it is not fully clarified how the volume fraction of martensite is affected by the
austenitic grain size. According to the basic theory a large austenitic grain size enhances the
volume fraction of 𝑎́ -martensite, demonstrated by for instance powder experiments [85]. The
explanation is that lattice defects can migrate to grain boundaries and annihilate (decreasing the
number of nucleation sites), and the fact that grain boundaries stop martensite growth. However,
there are experiments at low temperatures demonstrating increased transformation to martensite
for small austenitic grain sizes [88, 89].
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In addition to the factors in common with the spontaneous martensitic transformation,
there are other parameters to consider for the deformation induced martensitic transformation in
metastable stainless steels. The concept of deformation induced martensitic transformation
means that martensite can form even though the temperature is above Ms (the temperature were
spontaneous transformation start). The deformation will contribute to initiate transformation, and
the deformation induced transformation is separated in two types. One is the stress assisted
transformation where stresses help to initiate transformation, even though the temperature is
above Ms. The other type is the strain induced martensitic transformation, where dislocation
formation works as easier nucleation sites for the martensite. The stress assisted transformation
occur at low temperatures (above the Ms), and the strain induced transformation occur at higher
temperatures, e.g. room temperature [85]. Hence, the temperature is of course crucial in the
deformation induced transformation, as for the spontaneous transformation. The transformation
is enhanced by low temperatures as demonstrated in Figure 1.13 [91].

Figure 1.13. The deformation induced martensitic transformation in metastable stainless
steels is enhanced by low temperatures [91].
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Since the transformation occurs above Ms, it is not a good index for the metastable
stainless steels. The stability of these steels is instead rated by other parameters (temperatures).
The Md temperature is the limit for deformation induced martensitic transformation, and no
martensite can form above this temperature. However, this temperature is hard to measure and
hence another parameter, Md30, was established by Angel[20]. Md30 is the temperature where
50% of martensite has formed at 30% true strain. This temperature is a good measure of the
stability of the metastable stainless steels. The stability is determined by the chemical
composition, stated in an empirical formula by Angel:
Md30=413-462(C+N)-9.2(Si)-8.1(Mn)-13.7(Cr)-9.5(Ni)-18.5(Mo)

(1)

The elemental fractions are in wt%, and the equation is basically stating that more
alloying additives enhance the stability of the austenite.
The martensitic transformation is important for the mechanical properties. The 𝑎́ martensite is generally the main transformation phase, but also the 𝑎́ -martensite is believed to
have an impact. The martensite is harder and stronger than the austenite. Hence, the metastable
stainless steels have a high strain hardening upon deformation, both due to the increased
dislocation density and the composite strengthening generated by the martensite. Annealed
austenitic stainless steels have a ductility of about 50%, but this is enhanced for metastable
stainless steels by the TRIP-effect (Transformation Induced Plasticity), induced by martensitic
transformation. The TRIP-effect is caused by the high strain hardening, since the strain
hardening will resist necking and thus prolong the homogeneous plastic deformation.
Other important parameters to consider for the deformation induced martensitic
transformation are the mode of deformation and the strain rate. Patel found uniaxial tension to be
more beneficial for martensite formation than uniaxial compression or hydrostatic compression
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[92]. Low strain rates has been determined as positive for the martensitic transformation and the
reason is that high strain rates will heat the sample, and hinder martensitic transformation.
Temperature increases of about 93°C have been measured for high strain rates [93].
experimentally.
1.5.2 Twinning Induced plasticity (TWIP effect)
In general, there are two types of twinning called annealing twins, and deformation twins.
Annealing twins are not the aspect of our research. Formation of twinning during deformation of
a material is called deformation twinning. Deformation twinning is considered as the secondary
mode of plastic deformation, while slip is the primary mode.
Twinning is an important mechanism through which many metals deform. Twinning
occurs when a segment of the crystal has an orientation that is affiliated to that of the untwinned
lattice in a specific and symmetrical way. Consequently, the twinned segment is a mirror image
of the parent crystal where the plane of symmetry delineating the two segments is defined as the
twinning plane. Figure 1.14 illustrates a classical atomic representation of twinning. If a shear
stress is applied to the untwinned matrix, Figure 1.14(a), the crystal will twin about the twinning
plane, Figure 1.14(b). Here the portion of the crystal to the right of the twin plane remains
undeformed. However, the atoms on the left of the twin plane have sheared in such a manner as
to make the lattice a mirror image across the twin plane. In a simple lattice, every atom in the
twinned area is displaced by a distance that is proportional to the atoms separation from the twin
plane. Therefore, in Figure 1.14(b), the open circles represent atoms which have not been
displaced, solid grey circles indicate the original position in the lattice of atoms that have moved
during twinning to their final positions. These atoms are represented by the solid red circles.
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Figure 1.14. Classical representation of twinning showing (a) untwinned crystal and (b)
twinned crystal [94].
Twinning is different to slip in certain respects. During slip, the orientation of the crystal
above and below the slip plane remains the same before and after deformation. However,
twinning results in an orientation difference across the twin plane. In addition, slip is usually
considered to occur in discrete multiples of the atomic spacing, but twinning involves atomic
movements that are a lot smaller than an atomic distance. Finally, slip takes place over relatively
widely.
It is possible to form two types of twins. The first are produced as a result of annealing
following plastic deformation. These twins have a broad, stocky morphology and are known as
annealing twins. The second form of twins are produced during deformation. These twins are
thin and lenticular in morphology and are known as deformation (or mechanical) twins.
Deformation twins are a major cause for the excellent mechanical properties in TWIP steels.
Deformation twins are generally nucleated by overlapping of intrinsic stacking faults.
High resolution TEM image shows the presence of twin nucleus in the interior of nanocrystalline
Al alloy (Figure 1.15) [95]. As shown twinning is nucleated by partial overlapping of stacking
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faults and there by grow in size [95, 96]. Wu et al. has suggested the stacking fault was initially
nucleated from the grain boundary and propagates towards grain interior. Partials separated by
stacking faults slips towards the grain boundary and incidentally overlapped with stacking faults
results in formation of two-layer twin nucleus [95, 97].

Figure 1.15. Small part of sample from above in the high resolution transmission electron
microscope at atomic resolution [101].
In FCC metals, formation of deformation twinning is largely dependent on stacking fault
energy (SFE) of a material. For instance, FCC metals having high stacking fault energy such as
Al and Ni deform by dislocation slip, while metals such as Ag usually deform by twinning
[95,98]. Grain size plays an important role for the formation of twinning. Nanocrystalline FCC
metals with medium to high stacking fault energy are generally more prone to deform by
twinning [100]. The deformation twinning in nanograined FCC material is due to the emission of
partial dislocations from grain boundaries [101-103].
1.5.3 Grain Boundary Sliding
Grain boundary sliding (GBS) is a shift of adjacent grains against one another with a
shear displacement localized in their common boundary. GBS can make a significant
contribution to overall deformation during creep and superplasticity. It is an important
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deformation mode in anisotropic materials during high temperature thermal cycling. As well as
crystal deformation by slip, GBS consists of elastic and plastic components.
It is generally accepted that GBS occurs by the motion of dislocations rather than
simultaneous shear of the entire boundary. Different models for GBS have been proposed on the
basis of the movement of lattice or secondary grain boundary dislocations (GBDs) [105]. In
general, dislocations can move along a boundary by a mixture of glide and climb [106]. Figure
1.16 illustrates a secondary GBD with the Burgers vector parallel to the boundary plane.

Figure 1.16 Glissile-edge grain boundary dislocation, b=4/27 〈112̅3〉, in a {112̅2} Σ=9
coincidence boundary. Hexagonal-close-packed material with (c/a)2=7/2. The GBD forms a
step on the boundary plane. Its motion produces boundary sliding and migration [107].
The core of this perfect GBD is associated with a step. For exact coincidence boundary
with low Miller index plane, the Burgers and step vectors of GBD are defined by the
displacement shift complete (DSC) lattice, sublattice of the coincidence site lattice (CSL). Figure
1.17 schematically illustrates different mechanisms of sliding at micro- and macroscopic scales.
The gliding of the DSC-dislocation with steps results in shear-coupled boundary migration and
represents twin growth mechanism (Figure 1.17(a)). It preserves the low energy structure of the
coincidence boundary. Deviation from coincidence misorientation within the range of boundary
specialness results in change in the ratio between GBS and boundary migration which
demonstrates change in the Burgers and step vectors of glissile GBDs [108]. Thus, for the nearcoincidence boundaries, the exact values of the Burgers and step vectors of secondary GBDs
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cannot be determined from the DSC lattice. GBS along general boundaries can be considered as
the result of the motion of GBDs with an infinitesimal Burgers vectors [109]. The core of such
GBDs has no step and the Burgers vector is parallel to the boundary plane (Figures 1.17(b) and
1.17(c)). The atomic boundary structure undergoes changes and the boundary energy fluctuates
as sliding takes place [110]. Corresponding high energy of general boundaries makes the
retention of their structure during sliding unfavorable. Depending on deformation conditions,
GBS along general boundaries can operate with or without boundary migration [106]. Migration
of general boundaries during GBS can be explained by drastic increase in boundary mobility due
to continuous changing of grain boundary atomic structure during sliding [111]. The existence of
even small driving force for boundary migration (e.g., due to the curvature of the boundary or the
difference in dislocation density across the boundary) may result in significant boundary
migration at high temperatures.

Figure 1.17. Schematic illustration of dislocation mechanisms of sliding and resultant
changes in position of fiducial markers. Step mechanism of GBS and coupling of sliding and
migration (a). Gliding of GBDs without steps and GBS without migration (b). Gliding of
GBDs without steps and coexistence of sliding and migration (c) [107].
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GBS can operate without intragranular slip [108, 109]. This type of GBS, named pure
sliding, can be considered as the motion of GBDs of opposite signs generated by grain boundary
sources (Figure 1.18(a)) [114]. It is reasonable to suppose that the numbers of GBDs of opposite
signs are similar. At macroscopic scale, pure GBS can be described as sliding of grains as rigid
blocks (Figure 1.18(b)). Real boundaries often contain irregularities such as steps and facets that
are the barriers for the GBD movement. Piling-up GBDs near irregularities creates additional
stresses that can be relaxed via climb of these dislocations. Figure 1.18(c) shows the climb of
GBDs under normal stress σn. Compressive stress tends to decrease the length of extra planes
while tensile stress increases their length. Consequently, the climb of GBDs results in their
mutual annihilation.
Although intragranular slip is not a prerequisite for GBS the influence of slip on sliding
can be significant [112,113]. Usually neighboring grains deform dissimilarly and seldom
similarly. Figures 1.18(d)–1.18(g) illustrate the case when only one grain deforms and the other
does not [111]. Figures 1.18(h)–1.18(k) show the case of identical deformation of grains in
respect to the boundary line of two-dimensional hypothetical bicrystal. For simplicity of
microscopic consideration let us assume that only one slip system can operate in each grain.
Figure 1.18(d) shows the generation of GBDs as a result of dissociation of lattice dislocations
that came to the boundary from the upper grain in the absence of dislocation sources in the
boundary. Under the applied shear stresses glissile GBDs move only in one direction and exit to
the surface (Figure 1.18(d)). Therefore, sliding achieves some magnitude in one end of the
boundary and is absent in the other one (Figure 1.18(e)). In this case all sliding is provided by
intragranular deformation. If GBDs are also generated by grain boundary sources (Figure
1.18(f)) the sliding occurs in both boundary ends increasing from one end to the other (Figure
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Figure 1.18. Schematic of different cases of sliding at micro-and macroscopic levels [107].
1.18(g)). In the case of identical deformation of grains and in the absence of boundary
dislocation sources, the macroscopic sliding does not occur, although impinging of lattice
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dislocations into the boundary results in appearance of glissile GBDs with opposite signs
(Figures 1.18(h) and 1.18(i)). They move in opposite directions and induce only local GBS
[115]. Macroscopic sliding occurs when GBDs are generated from boundary sources (Figures
1.18(j) and 1.18(k)). Stresses generated at boundary irregularities can be relaxed via emission of
lattice dislocations into the grain interior (Figure 1.18(k)). In this case the rate of GBS is much
higher than that of pure sliding.
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1.6

Fracture mechanics
Fracture is a form of failure and is defined as the separation or fragmentation of a solid

body into two or more parts under the action of stress. The process of fracture can be considered
to be made up of two components, crack initiation followed by crack propagation. Fractures are
classified w.r.t. several characteristics such as strain of fracture, crystallographic mode of
fracture, appearance of fracture, etc.
Table 1.1: Characteristic difference between ductile and brittle fractures
Characteristic

Type of Fracture

Strain to fracture

Ductile

Brittle

Crystallographic modes

Shear

Clevage

Appearance

Fibrous and grey

Granular and bright

Crack propagation

Along the grain boundaries

Through grains

Strain energy

Higher

Lower

Stress during cracking

Increasing

Constant

Speed of Crack propagation

Slow

Fast

Warning sign

Plastic deformation

None

Deformation

Extensive

Little

Necking

Yes

No

Types of materials

Most metals

Ceramics, Glasses, Ice

Shear fracture, promoted by shear stresses, occurs as result of extensive slip on active slip
plane. On the other hand, cleavage fracture is controlled by tensile stresses acting normal to
cleavage plane. A shear fracture surface appears gray and fibrous, while a cleavage fracture
surface appears bright or granular. Actual fracture surfaces often appear as mixture of fibrous
and granular mode. Based on metallographic examination of fracture surfaces of polycrystalline
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materials, they are classified as either transgranular or intergranular. Transgranular fracture, as
the name go by, represents crack propagation through the grains, whereas intergranular fracture
represents the crack that propagated along the grain boundaries.
The fracture is termed ductile or brittle depending on the ability of a material to undergo
plastic deformation during the fracture. A ductile fracture is characterized by considerable
amount of plastic deformation prior to and during the crack propagation. On the other hand,
brittle fracture is characterized by micro-deformation or no gross deformation during the crack
propagation. Plastic deformation that occurs during ductile fracture, if monitored, can be useful
as warning sign to the fracture that may occur in later stages. Thus brittle fracture shall be
avoided as it may occur without warning!
Since deformation of a material depends on many conditions such as stress state, rate of
loading, ambient temperature, crystal structure; ductile and brittle are relative terms. Thus the
boundary between a ductile and brittle fracture is arbitrary and depends on the situation being
considered. A change from the ductile to brittle type of fracture is promoted by a decrease in
temperature, an increase in the rate of loading, and the presence of complex state of stress (for
example, due to a notch). Under the action of tensile stresses, most metallic materials are ductile,
whereas ceramics are mostly brittle, while polymers may exhibit both types of fracture. Materials
with BCC or HCP crystal structure can be expected to experience brittle fracture under normal
conditions, whereas materials with FCC crystal structure are expected to experience ductile
fracture.
Figure 1.19 depicts characteristic macroscopic fracture profiles. The profile shown in
figure 1.19(a) is representative of very high ductility represented by close to 100% reduction in
cross-sectional area. This kind of failure is usually called rupture. It is observed in very soft
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metals such as pure gold and lead at room temperature and other metals, polymers, glasses at
elevated temperatures. Most ductile metals fracture preceded by a moderate amount of necking,

Figure 1.19 Types of fractures [116]
followed by formation of voids, cracks and finally shear. This gives characteristic cup-and-cone
fracture as shown by figure 1.19 (b). In this central interior region has an irregular and fibrous
appearance. Figure 1.19 (c) presents the typical profile of brittle fracture which is usually
transgranular. It occurs in most ceramics and glasses at room temperature, long-chain polymers
below their glass transition temperatures, certain metals and alloys below their ductile-to-brittle
transition temperatures.
Detailed and important information on the mechanism of fracture can be obtained from
microscopic examination of fracture surfaces. This study is known as fractography. This study is
most commonly done using SEM (scanning electron microscope). Common microscopic modes
of fracture observed include cleavage, quasi-cleavage, and dimpled rupture. Characteristic
feature of cleavage fracture is flat facets, and these exhibit river marking caused by crack moving
through the crystal along number of parallel planes which form a series of plateaus and
connecting ledges. Quasi-cleavage fracture is related but distinct from cleavage in the sense that
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fracture surfaces are not true cleavage planes. This often exhibit dimples and tear ridges around
the periphery of the facets. Dimpled rupture is characterized by cup-like depressions whose
shape is dependent on stress state. The depressions may be equi-axial, parabolic, or elliptical.
This dimpled rupture represents a ductile fracture. Table-8.2 distinguishes two common modes
of fracture.
1.6.1 Ductile Fracture
Most often ductile fracture in tension occurs after appreciable plastic deformation. It
occurs by a slow tearing of the metal with the expenditure of considerable energy. It can be said
that ductile fracture in tension is usually preceded by a localized reduction in cross-sectional
area, called necking. Further it exhibits three stages - (1) after on set of necking, cavities form,
usually at inclusions at second-phase particles, in the necked region because the geometrical
changes induces hydrostatic tensile stresses, (2) the cavities grow, and further growth leads to
their coalesce resulting in formation of crack that grows outward in direction perpendicular to the
application of stress, (3) final failure involves rapid crack propagation at at about 45 ْ to the
tensile axis. This angle represents the direction of maximum shear stress that causes shear slip in
the final stage. During the shear slip, crack propagates at a rapid speed around the outer
perimeter of neck leaving one surface in form of cup, and the other in form of cone. Thus it is
known as cup-and-cone fracture. In this central interior region has an at about 45 ْ to the tensile
axis. This angle represents the direction of maximum shear stress that causes shear slip in the
final stage. During the shear slip, crack propagates at a rapid speed around the outer perimeter of
neck leaving one surface in form of cup, and the other in form of cone. Thus it is known as cupand-cone fracture. In this central interior region has an irregular and fibrous appearance, which
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signifies plastic deformation. Different progressive stages of ductile fracture are shown in figure1.20.

Figure 1.20 Schematic representation of various stages of a ductile fracture along with the
microstructures [117].

The voids are thought to be nucleated heterogeneously at sites where further deformation
is difficult. These preferred sites mainly consists of foreign inclusions, second-phase particles
like oxide particles, or even voids those can form at grain boundary triple points in high-purity
metals. It has been observed that concentration of nucleating sites had a strong influence on
ductile fracture as true strain to fracture decreases rapidly with increasing volume fraction of
second phase particles. In addition, particle shape also has an important influence. When the
particles are more spherical than plate-like, cracking is more difficult and the ductility is
increased. This is because dislocations can cross slip around spherical particles with ease than
around plate-like particles thus avoids buildup of high stresses.
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More details of fracture mechanism can be obtained from fractographic study of the
fracture surface. At high magnification under microscope, numerous spherical dimples separated
by thin walls are found on the ductile fractured surface. This is an indication that surface had
formed from numerous holes which were separated by thin walls until it fractures. Dimples
formed on shear lip of cup-and-cone fracture will be elongated attaining parabolic shape which is
indication that shear failure took place.
1.6.2 Brittle Fracture
The other common mode of fracture is known as brittle fracture that takes place with
little or no preceding plastic deformation. It occurs, often at unpredictable levels of stress, by
rapid crack propagation. The direction of crack propagation is very nearly perpendicular to the
direction of applied tensile stress. This crack propagation corresponds to successive and repeated
breaking to atomic bonds along specific crystallographic planes, and hence called cleavage
fracture. This fracture is also said to be transgranular because crack propagates through grains.
Thus it has a grainy or faceted texture. Most brittle fractures occur in a transgranular manner.
However, brittle fracture can occur in intergranular manner i.e. crack propagates along grain
boundaries. This happens only if grain boundaries contain a brittle film or if the grain-boundary
region has been embrittled by the segregation of detrimental elements.
In analogy to ductile fracture, as supported by number of detailed experiments, the brittle
fracture in metals is believed to take place in three stages - (1) plastic deformation that causes
dislocation pile-ups at obstacles, (2) micro-crack nucleation as a result of build-up of shear
stresses, (3) eventual crack propagation under applied stress aided by stored elastic energy.
As mentioned earlier, brittle fracture occurs without any warning sign, thus it needs to be
avoided. Hence brittle fracture and its mechanism have been analyzed to a great extent compared
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to ductile fracture. Brittle fracture usually occurs at stress levels well below those predicted
theoretically from the inherent strength due to atomic or molecular bonds. This situation in some
respects is analogous to the discrepancy between the theoretical strength shear strength of perfect
crystals and their observed lower yield strength values.
When a crystal is subjected to tensile force, separation between atoms will be increased.
The repulsive force decreases more rapidly with this than the attractive force, so that a net force
between atoms balances the tensile force. With further increase in tensile force, repulsive force
continues to decrease. At an instant, repulsive force becomes negligible because of increased
separation, which corresponds to theoretical cohesive strength of the material.
Griffith proposed that a brittle material contains number of micro-cracks which causes
stress rise in localized regions at a nominal stress which is well below the theoretical value.
When one of the cracks spreads into a brittle fracture, it produces an increase in the surface
energy of the sides of the crack. Source of the increased surface energy is the elastic strain
energy, released as crack spreads. Griffith’s criteria for propagation of crack include these terms
as: a crack will propagate when the decrease in elastic energy is at least equal to the energy
required to create the new crack surface. This criterion is useful in determining the tensile stress
which will just cause a critical sized crack to propagate as a brittle fracture.
Elastic energy stored under tensile stress will be released as crack propagates. Part of this
energy is expended in forming the surface of the crack, while the remaining is transformed into
kinetic energy. According to Griffith, such as crack will propagate and produce brittle fracture
when an incremental increase in its length doe not change the net energy of the system. Strain
energy released in a thin plate of unit thickness is given by Inglis as follows:
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Chapter 2
Preliminary Studies
The target of achieving high strengths by grain refinement is successful by employing
various severe plastic deformation techniques via processing nanostructured materials. The
superior strength of a material is obtained by compromising the ductility. The low ductility of a
nanograined material is believed to be due to the obscene of accommodation of high density of
dislocations and instability in the material [117-119]. One of the best methods to obtain high
strengths without compromising ductility is having a bimodal grain size distribution. In that case,
fine grains will enhance the strength and large grains will sustain the ductility resulting in high
strength-good ductility material.
In the recent past, our research group have developed a concept called phase-reversion to
obtain high strength-high ductility material [120-123]. This phase-reversion is a controlleddeformation annealing process, which involves severe cold deformation of metastable FCC
austenite to strain-induced martensite. After severe deformation the material was subjected to
annealing at desired temperatures results in martensite reverts to austenite via diffusional or
shear reversion depending upon the chemical composition of the steel [120-123]. The phasereversion concept will be further discussed in experimental procedure section in detail.
Controlling and optimizing the experimental conditions, such as, degree of cold deformation,
annealing time and temperature are the key for the successful adaptation of the process. As
mentioned earlier, the material of selection for this study is AISI 301LN austenitic alloy.
To optimize the degree of cold deformation 301LN austenitic alloy was subjected to
45%, 62% and 77% reductions [121]. On cold deformation of metastable austenite alloy to 45%
we readily observed lath and dislocation cell type martensite [121].
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the volume fraction of lath type martensite and dislocation cell-type
martensite at various degree of cold deformation [121]. It is clear that increase in cold
deformation results in predominantly dislocation cell-type martensite. This concept will be
further explained with the help of schematic in next section. The formation of dislocation cell
martensite is always an advantage, because it acts as a nucleating site for the formation of new
grains during annealing process, leading to fine grain structure.

Figure 2.1. Relation between % cold reduction and volume fraction of deformed martensite
[121].
The volume fraction of martensite was approximately same for 62% and 77% reduction,
which is 98% and 99% respectively. The fraction of martensite with 45% cold reduction is 62%
[123]. The formation of NG/UFG structure can be more easily formed with high degree of cold
deformation [121]. After 45% reduction, lath and dislocation cell type martensite were formed.
On further increase in cold reduction to 62%, it leads to significant increase in dislocation cell-
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type maretsnite and lower fraction of lath type martensite. Dislocation cell martensite was
predominately observed after cold reduction after 77%.
To further understand the degree of cold deformation vs reverted austenite formation, the
45% and 77% cold rolled steels were annealed at 700oC and estimated by magnetic
measurements [121]. Interestingly for 77% cold rolled steel after annealing at 700 oC almost
100% reverted austenite was formed at the early stages of annealing (~6 seconds). However, for
45% cold rolled steel austenite was not completely reverted after annealing at 700oC for 100
seconds [117]. This was summarized in Figure 2.2 below [121]. This shows high degree of cold
deformation fosters the kinetics for the formation of reverted austenite.

Figure 2.2. Effect of cold deformation on the formation of reverted austenite as a function
temperature and time [121].
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The major advantage of the phase-reversion concept is we can obtain a variety of grain
size materials by varying the annealing temperature and time. This concept will be further
explained

in

experimental

procedure

section

in

detail.

Obeying

this

concept,

nanograined/ultrafinegrained (NG/UFG) and coarse-grained (CG) materials were processed by
varying annealing temperature. Nanoindentation experiments were carried out on these materials
with a constant load of 2 µN/s [124]. Load-displacement plots were obtained for NG/UFG and
CG materials by nanoindentation, presented in Figure 2.3 [124]. For both the materials, point 1
(called as pop-in) is visible. The first pop-in is the measure of elastic point, which is below point
1 it is elastic region and after point 1 it is plastic region. Interestingly in CG material, besides
pop-in 1 there are five more pop-ins are observed. It is believed that each of these pop-in is the
representative of phase transformation [124].

Figure 2.3. Load-displacement plot of NG/UFG and CG materials obtained via nanoindentation
illustrating the phase-transformation in CG alloy [124].
The figure summarizes that even though the starting material and chemistry was same for
both NG/UFG and CG alloys, the deformation mechanism could be different. So, obeying this
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results we explore the deformation behavior as a function of grain size and chemical composition
in detail with the help of electron microscopy.
Thus, there exist a strong potential for using nanostructured stainless steels in lieu of the
conventional coarse-grained counterpart. However, in majority of nanostructured alloy systems,
ductility is limited because of lack of strain hardening ability. Thus improving plasticity
continues to be the subject of interest. Motivated by the success of the above approach we
extended the innovative concept to microalloyed steels to obtain NG structure that was
characterized by low temperature superplasticity at a temperature significantly below the melting
point (<Tm).
Superplasticity is characterized as the ability of the material to sustain large plastic strain
prior to failure. Superplastic materials sustain high degree of plastic deformation (≥ 100%). One
of the important requirements of superplasticity is fine-grained structure [125].
During reheating of water-quenched martensitic microstructure (900°C), fine austenite
nucleated at prior austenite grain boundaries and martensite lath. After the second quenching
step, the microstructure consisted of fine martensite plates with the width of ~300–500nm. The
prior austenite grain size was 3–6μm, and 20–30nm VN precipitates were formed. After coldrolling to 1.6mm, the non-uniform martensite plates were obtained with width of 100–150nm
and 150–250nm, while in the 0.9mm thick cold-rolled plate, the martensite plates with width of
100–150nm parallel to the rolling direction were obtained. When cold-rolled plate of 0.9mm
thickness was annealed at 550°C for 5min, recrystallization occurred, and the microstructure
consisted of UFG (100–300nm) and few NG (<100nm) ferrite grains and 50-80nm precipitates
distributed along the grain boundaries [125].
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Figure 2.4. SEM micrographs of experimental steels subjected to water-quenching and coldrolling. (a) reheating at 900 °C, followed by water quenching (b) water quenching steel with
high magnification presenting V carbonitride at prior austenite grain boundaries (c) cold
rolling of the water quenched steel with 1.6 mm thickness and (d) cold rolling of the water
quenched steel with 0.9 mm thickness. The prior austenite grain size was 3–6 μ m and the
width of martensite plates was refined to 100–150 nm on cold-rolling to 0.9 mm thickness
[125].
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The effect of isothermal holding time at 500 °C on thermal stability of NG/UFG steel was
studied because this is the temperature at which tensile tests was carried out after annealing. For

Figure 2.5. SEM micrographs of cold-rolled experimental steel subjected to annealing to
obtain NG/UFG and FG microstructure. (a) 550 °C for 5 min and (b) 650 °C for 5 min. The
NG/UFG steel was obtained on annealing at 550 °C and was characterized by a combination
of NG/UFG ferrite and 50–80 nm fine precipitates, while FG steel with polygonal ferrite
grains of 1–3 μ m were obtained on annealing at 650 °C [125].
duration of 5 to 30 min, the NG/UFG ferrite was stable, and morphology of few grains was
altered from elongated-shape to equiaxed demonstrating further recrystallization (Fig. 2.6a–c).
Two types of precipitates were nucleated, 50–80nm cementite distributed along ferrite grain
boundaries and 10–20nm V(C,N) precipitates (Fig. 2.6d–f). Based on the volume fraction of
second phases calculated by
Thermocalc, the precipitation temperature of cementite was 663 °C, and its volume
fraction in equilibrium at 550 °C was 1.4%. Therefore, the cementite was completely dissolved
during isothermal holding at 900°C, and was precipitated during annealing. The precipitation
temperature of V(C,N) was 1115 °C (consistent with 1102 °C calculated by solubility product of
V-N in austenite), and its volume fraction in equilibrium at 550 °C was 0.17% . It is proposed
that the addition of a small amount of V was effective in enhancing the microstructural stability
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of UFG low carbon steel against thermal exposure because nanometer-sized V carbonitrides
suppress grain growth, even if recrystallization were to occur [125].
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Figure 2.6. SEM micrographs of NG/UFG steel subjected to isothermal holding to determine
thermal stability. Isothermally held at 500 °C for (a) 5 min, (b) 10 min, (c,d) 30 min, (e)
chemical composition of precipitate at point 3, and (f) chemical composition of precipitate at
point 4. The NG/UFG steel had higher thermal stability at 500 °C, and the morphology of
elongated-shaped ferrite was altered to equiaxed ferrite on further recrystallization. Cementite
of size 50–80 nm was distributed along the ferrite grain boundaries and 10–20 nm V(C,N)
precipitates were present in the ferrite matrix [125].
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Since austenite stability is a one of major factor in governing the mechanical properties
and correspondingly their deformation and fracture behavior, we have tried to understand much
better about TRIP effect in a special type of steel called TRIP steel. TRIP steels have excellent
combination of strength and ductility to serve in real life automotive applications. So the current
focus is fundamentally exploring the microstructure, retained austenite stability and mechanical
properties using different heat treatments, effect of alloying elements on the microstructural
evolution and mechanical properties of medium-Mn TRIP steels.
A number of studies have been carried out on Fe-(5-10)Mn-(0.1-0.2)C (wt%) ternary
alloy system [128-131]. It was suggested that superior mechanical properties can be obtained
with increase in C and Mn-content, which increases the volume fraction of retained austenite.
For example, Fe-5Mn-0.2C steel exhibited tensile strength of 850–950 MPa and ductility of 20–
30% [128]. While in 7Mn-steel, tensile strength of 1018 MPa and large total elongation of 32%
was obtained [129]. Similarly, 1200 MPa tensile strength with 25% total elongation was obtained
in Fe-9Mn-0.05C steel [132].
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Figure 2.7 Heat treatment schedule for steels using (a) ART (austenite reverted transformation)
annealing and (b) Q & T (quenching and tempering) [127].
For austenite reverted transformation annealing (ART) heat treatment, the steel sheet was
water-quenched after austenitization in the range of 800–900 °C for 1 h and then intercritically
annealed at 650 °C for up to 12 h and finally air cooled to room temperature (Figure 2.7a). For
quenching and tempering (Q & T) heat treatment (Figure 2.7b), first, they were annealed in the
two-phase region (600–750 °C) for 1 h, followed by water quenching. Second, the quenched
samples were tempered at 200 °C for 20 min and air cooled to ambient temperature. Tempering
effect has been previously studied by us [133]. Tempering was helpful in relieving the internal
stresses, but more importantly it is expected to improve the stability of austenite through the
diffusion of C from ferrite to austenite.
The volume fraction of austenite was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with CuKα
radiation using direct comparison method. In this method, integrated intensities of (200)α and
(211)α peaks and those of (220)γ and (311)γ peaks was used. The volume fraction of austenite
VA was calculated using equation [134],
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VA = 1. 4 Iγ/(Iα +1. 4Iγ )

(1)

where Iγ is the integrated intensity of austenite and Iα is the integrated intensity of α-phase. As
shown in Fig. 2.8a, the austenite fraction of steels subjected to ART heat treatment decreased
from 34.2vol% to 25.2 vol %, with increase in austenitization temperature from 800 °C to 900
°C. The volume fraction of austenite was increased, and the volume fraction of ferrite was
decreased with increase in annealing temperature during annealing in the intercritical region.
Thus, the austenite fraction of steels subjected to Q & T heat treatment increased from 36.2 vol%
to 58.2 vol% (Fig. 2.8b) with increase in quenching temperature from 600 °C to 625 °C,
followed by a sharp decrease to 21.2 vol%, when quenched from 675 °C because of martensitic
transformation.
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Figure. 2.8. Measured austenite fractions of the undeformed and fractured steels and
transformation ratio of austenite for the experimental steels heat-treated at different
temperatures subjected to different heat treatment processes. (a) ART process, (b) Q & T
process [127].
.

The experimental steels were subjected to austenite-reverted transformation annealing
(ART) process and quenching and tempering (Q & T) process, respectively. Steels subjected to
ART (Fig. 2.9a), the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) decreased from 945 MPa to 885 MPa and
total elongation (TEL) decreased continuously from 28% to 13% with increase in austenitization
temperature. As a result, the product of UTS and TEL decreased from 26.5 GPa% to 11.5 GPa%
(Fig. 2.9b). In the case of Q & T process (Fig. 2.9c), UTS continuously increased from 902 MPa
to 1235 MPa with increased quenching temperature, and the TEL decreased with increased
quenching temperature after the peak value of 42% at 625 °C. The product of UTS and TEL
approached a maximum value of 43.6 GPa% at 625 °C (Fig. 2.9d). Steels subjected to Q & T
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heat treatment exhibited superior combination of mechanical properties as compared to steels
subjected to ART heat treatment. Comparing with other medium Mn-content steels [130– 135],
the experimental steels after Q & T heat treatment have superior combination of mechanical
properties. Furthermore, the Q & T heat treatment adopted in the present case is relatively more
convenient than the ART heat treatment. In TRIP steels, the mechanical properties are
profoundly affected by the TRIP effect, which depends on the amount and degree of stability of
retained austenite. The reason underlying the differences in mechanical properties between the

Figure 2.9. Tensile properties of the experimental steels using different heat treatments. (a)
UTS and TEL of steels subjected to ART, (b) product of UTS and TEL of steels subjected to
ART, (c) UTS and TEL of steels subjected to Q & T and (d) product of UTS and TEL of
steels subjected to Q & T. (UTS-ultimate tensile strength, TEL-total elongation) [127].
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steels subjected to two different heat treatments can be further elucidated by studying their
deformation mechanisms and austenite stability.
More recently, Al was added in medium-Mn TRIP steels to optimize austenite stability
by suppressing cementite formation. In our previous study [141], Fe-0.2C-6Mn-1.6Al steel was
characterized by tensile strength of 1040 MPa and ductility of 41%. In another instance, tensile
strength of 1095 MPa and a total elongation of 42% was obtained in Fe-10Mn-0.14C-1.5Al
steel [142]. Thus, there is evidence that Al can enhance the ductility of TRIP steels.
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Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
3.1

Phase-reversion approach: An innovative processing route to obtain NG/UFG

austenitic alloy
We have recently obtained high strength-ductility combination in NG austenitic alloys
using the innovative concept of phase reversion-induced NG materials [120-124, 143]. Phasereversion concept is used to obtain a variety of grain size materials from a commercial single
material. The material of our selection for the present study was AISI 301LN austenitic stainless
steel, and Fe-16Cr-10Ni austenitic stainless steel.
Phase-reversion is a controlled deformation-annealing concept, which involves severe
cold deformation (~62% deformation for present study) of metastable FCC austenite to straininduced BCC martensite. Upon annealing at ~700-900oC for short durations (~10 s), the
martensite reverts to FCC austenite via shear or diffusional reversion depending on the chemical
composition of the steel, without effecting the texture [120-124, 143]. The phase-reversion
concept is depicted in the Figure 3.1.

Temperature

RD

Deformation induced martensite

Phase-Reversion Annealing

Austenite Cold Reduction
(γ)
(CR)
Metastable
Austenite (γ)

Martensite

NG/UFG
Austenite

STARTING ALLOY

Time
Figure 3.1. Schematic of phase-reversion concept to obtain NG/UFG structure [120-124, 143].
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The success of this approach in obtaining a variety of grain size materials (especially
NG/UFG structure) depends on the predominance of dislocation-cell type structure in the
severely deformed martensite (Figure 3.2). If the lath martensite oriented in a particular direction
and that group of martensite is referred as packet. On further cold rolling of lath martensite, the
packets are heavily populated with dislocations arranged themselves as sub-grains. The
dislocation sub-grains are referred as dislocation cell-type structure. This dislocation cell-type
structure acts as a nucleating site for the formation of new grains during annealing process,
which leads to fine grain structure [120-124, 143]

Figure 3.2. A schematic of refinement of packet and lath size for dislocation cell-type
martensite during cold deformation [120-124, 143].
The concept enables us to explore deformation mechanisms in a single material from CG
to NG regime, using identical processing parameters. It is also capable to produce bulk quantities
of defect-free materials. Furthermore, the concept was successfully extended to microalloyed
steels, where the ferritic microalloyed steel was heated in the austenite range and quenched to
obtain martensite. The martensite structure was subsequently cold deformed to 75% reduction
via multiple phases and phase reversion annealed to obtain ultrafine-grained ferrite.
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3.2

Quenching and Tempering (Q&T): New generation thermomechanical controlled

processing TRIP steel making
Typical TRIP steels are commonly produced by two-stage heat treatment process
consisting of intercritical annealing and banite holding stages. The austenite, which is stabilized
during the bainitic holding stage, remains in a metastable state when the TRIP steel is bought to
room temperature. Upon subsequent step, of an external mechanical or thermal load, grains of
retained austenite to martensite.
Medium Mn-content steels, firstly they are subjected to intercritical annealing (800900C) to form a mixture of ferrite and austenite, and then followed by isothermal annealing
(350-450C) to stabilize austenite. However, these heat treatments have proven no to be
applicable to the experimental steel. Instead, a more convenient tow stage heat treatment was
applied to the experimental steel.
In the current study, the ingots were cast using a vacuumed furnace and heated at 1200C
for 2hrs and hot forged to rods of section seize 100 mmx30 mm, followed by air cooling to room

Figure 3.3 Heat treatment schedule for steels using Q & T (quenching and tempering) [127].
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temperature. Subsequently, the rods were soaked at 1200C for 2hrs and hot rolled to 4 mm
thickness in the temperature range of 1500-850C, and finally air cooled to ambient temperatures.
1. Quenching: The as-hot rolled sheets were soaked in a high temperature furnace at the
temperature of 700, 750, 800, 850, 900C, corresponding to the intercritical region, for 1hr
respectively.
2. Tempering: The quenched samples were tempered at a temperature of 200°C for 20
mins in order to relieve internal stress, and thus the ductility could be improved, the samples
were then air cooled to ambient temperature.
It is proven that the diffusion od carbon from ferrite to austenite during tempering,
enhances the stability of austenite and thereby provides superior ductility through TRIP effect.
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3.3

Deformation experiments

3.3.1 Nanoindentation
To fundamentally understand the deformation mechanisms in a coarse-grained (CG) and
nanograined/ultrafinegrained (NG/UFG) material, we have conducted nanoscale deformation
experiments using nanoindenter for the following reasons [144-149]. In nanoindentation, when
the indenter tip (20 nm radius in our case) is too small to produce a highly stressed volume
beneath the indenter, the fundamental processes underlying discrete deformation in a small
volume of the material is envisaged to have a low probability of encountering pre-existing
dislocation prior to the commencement of plastic deformation (Figure 3.4). Furthermore, the
tested volume is scalable with respect to the microstructure [144,145].

Figure 3.4. Motivation behind using nanoindentation to explore nanoscale-deformation
experiments. Schematic illustrating nanoindentation was performed in the center of a grain.
Given that the nanoindents were to be subsequently examined by TEM for studying
deformation mechanisms and associated microstructural evolution, the following procedure was
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adopted. First, 3 mm disks were punched from the experimental steels. To ensure that the
nanoindents were distributed along the thin area of the disk for examination via TEM, a
modification of twin-jet electropolishing and a new design of sample mounting for
nanoindentation were developed. The disks were partially jet electropolished in a refrigerated
electrolyte of 10% perchloric acid in acetic acid at 25 V for ~30 s to obtain a shining surface in
the center part of the 3 mm disk. The procedure of placing horizontally partially electropolished
disks of ~30 m thickness inside the ~4 mm diameter pits drilled on the polished basal surface of
an aluminum block of diameter ~25 mm was the following: In brief, the ~4 mm diameter pits
were partially filled with the solder. Next, the surface was polished prior to placing the partially
polished disk on top of the solder. This was followed by placing a transparent tape around the
disk (foil specimen) to prevent its movement during nanoindentation experiments. This carefully
designed approach fully supported the specimen to withstand the applied force of the
nanoindenter and also prevented the specimen from bending during nanoindentation experiments
[150].
Nanoindentation experiments were carried out in displacement-controlled mode at strain
rates in the range of 0.01-1/s. The maximum displacement was set to 500 nm. The nanoindenter
system (Keysight technologies) consisted of a Berkovich three-sided pyramidal diamond
indenter with a nominal angle of 65.3o and indenter tip radius of 20 nm. An array of indents of
matrix 12×12 was defined with the indent gap of 10 µm. After the indentation experiments, the
disks were removed from the mount and final electropolishing was carried out only from the side
opposite to the indented surface. Using this procedure, the area surrounding the indents, which is
present along the final jet-polished hole, was electron transparent to study the deformation
behavior using a TEM (Hitachi H7600 at 120 kV). A schematic illustration of the experimental
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procedure including sample preparation for nanoindentation experiments and subsequent
examination of the plastic zone by TEM is presented in Figure 3.5 [150].

Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of experimental jet-polishing procedure for nanoindentation
experiments
Considering that even small indentations are envisaged to have strain-gradient
distribution within the plastic zone size, we therefore focused on acquiring specifics of
deformation structure by transmission electron microscopy approximately from the center of the
plastic zone for each of the two materials (NG/UFG and CG). The plastic zone size was similar
for the two materials with elongation-to-fracture and strain hardening behavior being similar
[123]. This was physically accomplished by moving the electron beam and/or specimen foil in
small steps from region close to the indenter tip to the region where deformation was nearly
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absent. This enabled us to approximately locate the center of the plastic zone. Thus, the
deformation structures described here approximately correspond to the center of the plastic zone
for both the materials.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6. Illustrates indent in a CG sample. The arrow shows deformation structures identified
in (a).

The indentation strain is the ratio of the contact radius and the indenter radius, where the
contact radius is proportional to the displacement or depth of penetration. The displacement for
both the materials at the strain rates studied was in the narrow range of 150-200 nm.
Prior to nanoindentation experiments, we ran a compliance calibration for the set-up and
the tip was calibrated using fused silica provided with the instrument and making calculations
from the load, displacement, and stiffness data.
The data presented in the manuscript was carefully analyzed and checked for excellent
reproducibility of the “deformation data (i.e., strain rate data)” and “indentation-induced
deformation structures”. We carried out a number of experiments for each set of conditions,
followed by extensive TEM studies on at least 5 foils for each set of experimental condition.
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3.3.2 Tensile testing
Tensile test were conducted by machining phase reversion annealed specimens with a
profile of 25 × 25 mm and 20 mm gage length. This non-standard geometry is because of the
narrow uniform annealed zone in Gleeble samples. To study the deformed microstructure as a
function of strain, the tensile tests were interrupted at selected engineering strain of 0.02, 0.1 and
0.2 (i.e, true strain of 0.02, 0.096, and 0.182). Area close to the highly stressed region within the
gage length was used for the preparation of transmission electron microscope (TEM) foils from a
number of tensile-tested specimens for each condition. The specimens were examined in TEM
Hitachi H9500, and Hitachi H7600 operated at 300kV and 120 kV, respectively. Thin foils were
prepared by twin-jet electropolishing of 3 mm disks, punched from the specimens, using a
solution of 10% perchloric acid in acetic acid as electrolyte. A number of foils were examined for
each experimental condition [151].

3.4

Metallography
Metallography is an art of investigating the microstructural features of a sample within

micro/nanoscale level by grinding, polishing and etching. The features observed here help in
understanding the structure-property-performance relationship that are effectively used in
industries and other practical applications. After processing the metal or alloy, metallography
techniques are used to identify the imperfections such as inclusions, presence of different phases
in the material, failure analysis of the specimen. Subsequent to preparation, different etching
methods are implemented that helps to highlight macro and microstructural features. In order to
investigate features in micro or nanoscale, the samples are either examined under optical
microscope or electron microscope such as scanning electron microscope (SEM) which majorly
confided to topographical features & compositional analysis and transmission electron
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microscope (TEM) which is capable to show crystal structure, dislocations etc. Other features
such as phase transformation, size of inclusions and precipitates, porosity, surface coatings and
their thickness, defects, etc., can also be investigated via light and electron microscopy.
Compared to light microscope where it uses light to illuminate specimens, the electron
microscope offers greater advantages. Other than having high resolution and magnification,
electron microscopes also enables to view the features in three dimensional. With SEM capable
of showing structural features and TEM revealing about internal structure, there is major
opportunity to expand our spectrum of knowledge to another level. The major disadvantage of
the electron microscopes is that they are extremely expensive and maintenance cost is high. The
specimens are supposed to be dry and must be operated under high vacuum.
3.5

Sample preparation
The samples must be prepared properly in right sequence to achieve good results.

Procedure for metallographic analysis is done in 5 stages:
1.

Documentation,

2.

Sectioning and cutting,

3.

Mounting,

4.

Grinding and Polishing, and

5.

Etching.

3.5.1 Documentation
Proper documentation is necessary in order to know the initial specimen condition and
the proceeding micro structural analysis. Information about the heat treatment conditions,
processing parameters, chemical composition must be collected for better understanding.
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3.5.2 Sectioning and cutting
Size restraints are placed on certain materials in order for them to be examined under
various microscopes or analyzed by a variety of chemical techniques. Depending upon the area
of interest the metallographic sample has to be sectioned and this is obtained using the abrasive
cutting, diamond wafer cutting or thin sectioning. One important point is specimens for
metallographic analysis must never undergo structural changes during cutting hence it is
necessary to use a suitable metallographic cut-off wheels depending upon the type of the
specimen.
3.5.3 Mounting
Mounting is a critical step in any sample preparation process. In many cases, small
samples are tough to handle safely during grinding operations and sometimes their shape of the
samples may not be flat to observe, therefore they are mounted to handle with ease. This is
generally done using two techniques, i.e., cold mounting and hot mounting. Cold mounting is
employed for samples that are sensitive to the environmental conditions in compression
mounting systems such as high temperature and pressure. It is usually used when speed and ease
are required. Hot mounting requires a hot mounting press and the resins used are exceptionally
hard, resistant to acid environment and offer little shrinkage. The added advantage of hot
mounting is that they reduce sweating and can produce clean edges during polishing. The resins
used for hot mounting are generally bakelite, epoxies, and phenolic. May it be any type the true
goal of mounting is to retain the true structure of the material in addition to attaining an easily
handling.
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3.5.4 Grinding and polishing
Grinding is the very important phase of the sample preparation technique because any
damage introduced in the sectioning stage has to be removed in this phase. Grinding also induces
certain damage which must be subsequently removed by grinding with finer abrasives. Usually at
the end of the grinding stage only the grinding damage from the last grinding step has to be
present which is removed by polishing.
The sample is wet ground in order to reveal the surface of the metal and to produce a flat
surface which is mirror finished without any scratches. Polishing should be performed preferably
in a dust free environment as air-borne contaminants cannot usually be tolerated. Cleaning
between the polishing stages is critical as carryover is a big problem. Carryover might be from
the polishing stage or through the contamination from the operator’s hands. Hence the polished
surfaces have to be washed thoroughly under running water and swabbed with cotton, followed
by similar treatment with alcohol for certain cases.
Silicon carbide paper and water are used for grinding. There exist vivid varieties of grit in
papers and it is a practice to start the grinding operation with 60 grit paper as it is the coarsest of
all the papers. Until the surface is flat, imperfections are removed and the orientation of the flow
lines are unidirectional. Polishing is carried out with polishers consisting diamond suspension (9
µm, 3 µm, and 1µm) on a fairly soft polishing cloth on a rotating disc. The final stage of
polishing is done using an alumina microcloth which produces a highly reflective surface.
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3.5.5 Surface Etching
Function of etching is twofold. Etching chemically removes a well deformed, thin layer
on the surface produced by grinding and polishing procedures. Another purpose of etching is that
the etchant prefers to attacks those sites with the highest energy which leads to surface relief
allowing vivid phases, precipitates and the crystal orientations to be distinguished in the reflected
light microscopy. Commonly used etchants for microalloyed steels is 2% nital (=2% nitric acid +
98% ethanol), whereas for stainless steels commonly used etchant is 39% nitric acid + remaining
water. A cotton tip is dipped fully into the etchant and applied on the polished surface to etch
uniformly. Etching is usually performed stage wise starting with a light attack and then a
stronger one only if required.
3.6

Characterization
Characterizing the material with the help of external techniques is a vital step in

understanding that material better in terms of its internal structure and properties. Microscopic
studies are conducted on the sample surface in order to find the chemical composition,
morphology, crystalline structure and orientation in which the sample is made off. In general, the
instruments utilizes optical or electron source to interact with the sample to characterize the
above stated studies. Optical microscope uses light to find the features of the sample whereas
scanning electron microscope uses electrons at high velocity to image the samples. When these
electrons interact with the atoms in raster-scan pattern, the sample produces signal revealing the
surface topography, orientation and composition. X-rays can also be used for exposing the
material as x-ray diffraction delivers chemical composition, elemental interaction studies.
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3.6.1 Optical microscopy
Microscope which uses light rays to characterize the material are generally known as
optical or light microscope. The surface of the specimen is polished in such a way that light is
reflected from its surface. Light rays from mirror finished sample are inspected at higher
magnification. The image reflected on the screen depends on the illumination of light rays,
position and characteristics of the sample. The position of the sample is kept in such a way that it
is perpendicular to the axis of the objective lens. This way, reflected light travels back to the lens
and digital image is then generated into a micrograph. From the image several the
microstructural features can be observed such as phases present, coating integrity, porosity,
inclusions, voids, carbide content, and oxide content. Different magnifications are possible
depending on the capability of the instrument.
3.6.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is the one of the most important characterization
tool under electron microscopy family. The name electron microscope comes originated because
these microscopes uses electrons as the main source for imaging. SEM has wide range of
applications and ample of advantages. Electron microscopes are usually used to get detailed
information from a sample where a light/optical microscope cannot. High resolution, large depth
of field, and high magnifications are the most important requirement of an electron microscope.
In general, there are two types of scanning electron microscopes, (a) thermionic electron
microscope, and (b) field-emission microscope. Tungsten filament is used as an electron source
for both thermionic and field-emission microscopes. The average filament life of a fieldemission SEM is way better than a thermionic SEM. Irrespective of the type of SEM, the
principle for the operation and imaging is almost similar.
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The principle of SEM is when the incident beam hits the sample, secondary electrons,
backscattered electrons, X-rays, and auger electrons are emitted from the sample which can be
collected by detectors and presented in computer screen (Figure 3.7). SEM imaging can be
performed with the help of secondary electrons, and backscattered electrons, whereas x-rays are
used to obtain chemical analysis from the sample.

Incident electrons
X-rays

Backscattered
electrons
Secondary electrons

Auger electrons

Sample

Figure 3.7. Principle of SEM [70].
A series of electromagnetic lens and an electrostatic lens is extremely necessary in an
SEM which can focus the incident electron beam on the sample. The electromagnetic lens in a
microscope are termed as condenser lens, and operating lens. The condenser and objective lens
helps in increasing the brightness-contrast of an image and to effectively focus the beam to the
sample. Scanning electron microscope usually performs a raster scan and generates the image.
The electrons emitted from the gun passes through the column of the microscope consists of
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several electromagnetic lens (condenser, objective lens) and hits the sample. The electrons
bombard with the sample and emits energetically charged rays which can be detected by
different detectors and the information can be gathered. The detailed process of obtaining an
image from SEM is depicted in the Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8. Schematic representation of scanning electron microscope (SEM) [152].
In metallurgy, a lot of detailed information such as, microstructural analysis at high
magnifications, fracture surface analysis, energy dispersive spectrograph (EDS), chemical
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mapping, and electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) can be performed with scanning
electron microscope (SEM) which is not possible with a light microscope.
Important aspect to be kept in mind is that the SEM produces an electron beam which can
be distorted when it collides with atoms of air. Therefore, a very high vacuum has to be applied
(10-6 torr) to prevent that collision. The electrons accelerate in the potential difference typically
in the order of 10-30 KeV. Magnetic lenses present along the column produces an electron spot
of the order of few nm. The energetic electrons when collide with surface of the material under
investigation generate secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and auger electrons. The
detectors sense the signals produced by these interactions and the cathode ray tubes convert them
into an image which appears on the display screen. A schematic representation of a SEM is
shown in the Figure 3.8.
SEM can be used for different classes of engineering materials, such as, metals,
polymers, composites, ceramics, and biomaterials. As the SEM images with the help of
electrons, it is important for a material (sample) to be conductive. Otherwise problems like
charging will arise which will affect the quality of the image. Usually most of the metallic
samples are conductive in nature. Non-metallic samples such as polymers, composites, ceramics,
and biomaterials exhibits charging due to their non-conductive nature. In order to overcome the
problems of charging, the samples are coated with conductive materials for few nanometers,
such as, gold, copper, palladium etc. So, the top layer of the coating serves as the better
conducting material and we can obtain good resolution image even at high magnifications.
Major limitations of SEM are the instrument should always be operated at high vacuums,
charging of a non-conductive materials is a problem, the images we obtain are always black and
white. Colored images are not possible with SEM.
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The SEM we used in the present study was Hitachi S4800 which was a field-emission
microscope. In our study, scanning electron microscope was used to understand the
microstructure of coarse-grained materials.
3.6.3 Transmission electron microscopy
In 1931 Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska was first discovered transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and later commercialized on 1939. In 1986, Ruska was presented noble prize
for his contribution towards physics and optics.
TEM uses high electron beam to image the specimen. An electron beam will interact with
thin-foil or thin-film and the image will be projected on the phosphorescent screen. In simple
words, physical principle of TEM is similar to the projector, where projector utilizes light as a
source and TEM utilizes electron source. TEM consists of an emission source, such as, tungsten
filament or LaB6 to emit the electrons. High voltage was sent through the emission source and
the filament gets heated up resulting in release of electrons. These emitted electrons are directed
towards the specimen with the help of a series of electromagnetic lens located inside the column
of TEM. The emitted electrons have enough kinetic energy to pass through the thin-foil and
project the image with high resolution compared to any traditional light microscopes. Unlike
SEM, the image generated by TEM is due to the transmitted beam from the specimen.
The main important parts in any TEM are: electron source, electromagnetic lens, and
camera. As mentioned earlier, the source (filament) generates electrons with the help of high
voltage and directs to the beam to the column. The column has a series of electromagnetic lens,
namely, condenser lens, objective lens, intermediate lens, and projector lens. The function of
condenser lens is to determine the spot size of the beam and increase the brightness. Objective
lens controls the route of the beam and focusses to the sample. Image magnification and
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diffraction patterns were adjusted with intermediate lens. The function of projector lens is to
project the obtained image and/or diffraction pattern to the imaging source. Finally, the camera
reads the image and projects on the computer screen. In addition to the abovementioned parts,
there are apertures, and stigmators (condenser and objective). The condenser and objective
apertures helps in adjusting the intensity of the beam according to the user requirements. The
stigmators corrects the astigmatism by using strong magnetic field. Elemental analysis can also
be performed in TEM by using an X-ray analysis system.

Figure 3.9. Layout of optical components in a basic transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [153].
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Transmission electron microscopy is very popular for its robustness and outstanding
resolution even in nanoscale regime. TEM can be used to perform the atomistic and studies in
the order of few angstroms. Thus, these exceptional qualities made it a demanding tool in many
fields of study, such as, materials science, biomedical-biomaterials, metallurgy, physics, and
chemistry.
In contrary to many advantages and applications of TEM, there are few limitations as
well. The sample preparation is an extremely tedious and time consuming process. In metallurgy,
the metal sample should manually grinded to 40 µm thickness and cut the sample to 3 mm
diameter disk. Then the specimen will undergo through electrochemical etching called twin-jet
polishing by using strong acids. After jet polishing the sample will be examined under TEM. If
the quality of specimen/image is not satisfactory due various reasons, one has to repeat entire
procedure from scratch. Another disadvantage is having a small sample size. The diameter of the
specimen is fixed (3 mm) to any TEM in the work. Ultra-high vacuum pumps are extremely
required for the proper functioning of TEM.
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Chapter 4
The significance of deformation mechanisms on the fracture behavior of phase reversion
induced nanostructured austenitic stainless steel
Summary
We describe here the relationship between grain structure, deformation mechanism and fracture
characteristics in an austenitic stainless steel. This was accomplished using the novel concept of
phase reversion that enabled a wide range of grain size from nanograined/ultrafine grained
(NG/UFG) to coarse-grained (CG) regime to be obtained in a single material through change in
temperature-time annealing sequence. In the NG/UFG structure, a marked increase in abundance
of stacking faults (SFs) and twin density with strain was observed that led to a decrease in the
average spacing between adjacent SFs, thus converting stacking faults into twins. Twinning in
NG/UFG structure involved partial dislocations and their interaction with the grain boundaries,
including SF overlapping and the coordinated nucleation of partial dislocations from the grain
boundaries. The plastic zone in the NG/UFG structure resembled a network knitted by the
intersecting twins and SFs. With SFE ~30 mJ/m2, the minimum stress for twin nucleation was
~250 MPa for the experiment steel and the corresponding optimal grain size (dop) wa ~120 nm.
In contrast, in the CG structure, strain induced martensite formation was the deformation
mechanism. The difference in the deformation mechanism led to a clear distinction in the
fracture behavior from striated fracture in high strength-high ductility NG/UFG alloy to
microvoid coalescence in the low strength-high ductility CG counterpart. The underlying reason
for the change in fracture behavior was consistent with change in deformation mechanism from
nanoscale twinning in NG/UFG alloy to strain-induced martensite in the CG alloy, which is
related to change in the stability of austenite with grain size. An analysis of critical shear stress
required to initiate twinning partial dislocations in comparison to that required to nucleate shear
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bands is presented. The appearance of striated fracture in the NG/UFG alloy suggests a quasistatic step wise crack growth process.
4.1

Introduction
There is a strong interest to understand and develop advanced high strength steels,

including austenitic stainless steels that are characterized by nano/ultrafine grains with high
strength-high ductility combination as light-weight structural materials. Traditional austenitic
stainless steels have low yield strength of 350-450 MPa. Grain refinement is a practical approach
to enhance the yield strength of metallic materials [154, 155]. Thermo-mechanically controlled
processing (TMCP) is a widely used approach to refine the grain size. The combination of
TMCP and microalloying elements led to ferrite grain size of less than 5 µm [156-159].
However, there is limit to which grain size can be refined by TMCP. On the other hand, severe
plastic deformation such as equal channel angular processing, hot torsion, multiaxial forging
provides an opportunity to obtain submicron or ultrafine grain structure in metals and alloys
[160, 161].
We have recently developed an innovative concept of phase reversion to obtain
nanograined/ultra-fine grained (NG/UFG) structure in austenitic stainless steels [155-158]. The
concept involves cold deformation (~60-80%) of metastable (FCC) austenite () to straininduced body-centered cubic (BCC) martensite (α’), followed by phase-reversion annealing
normally in the range 700-800oC for short durations, following which martensite reverts to
austenite via diffusional or shear mechanism, depending on the chemical composition of the steel
[162-165]. The unique aspect of the phase reversion concept is that a wide range of yield
strength can be obtained in a single material depending on the grain size varying in a wide
regime from nano-grained (NG) to coarse-grained (CG), by altering the degree of cold
deformation and annealing temperature-time sequence.
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It is now widely recognized that the deformation mechanisms in NG/UFG structure can
be significantly different from those occurring in the CG structure. The higher strength of NG
materials in relation to the CG counterpart has led to the suggestion that the primary mode of
plastic deformation operating in ductile CG materials comprising mediation of the grouped
activity of dislocations within the grains (e.g., dislocation pile-up and cells) is suppressed in the
NG structure, where partial dislocation emission from grain boundaries may operate [166, 167].
It is believed that the decrease in grain size and consequent increase in yield strength must be
accompanied by a change in the deformation mechanism.
The present study focuses on the dependence of grain structure on the deformation
behavior and consequent fracture mechanism. In this context, we have used the innovative
concept of phase reversion to obtain NG/UFG to CG structure in a single material through
change in the reversion annealing temperature-time sequence.
4.2

Material and Experiment
The nominal chemical composition of the experimental austenitic stainless steel (in wt.%)

was Fe-0.017C-0.52Si-1.3Mn-17.3Cr-6.5Ni-0.15Mo-0.15N. Strips of stainless steel were
initially subjected to severe cold rolling reduction of ~60% in an in-house laboratory rolling mill,
followed by reversion annealing at 700-900°C for 10-100 s in a Gleeble 1500 thermo-mechanical
simulator. The objective of annealing at different temperature-time combination was to obtain
different grain size from NG/UFG to CG structure. The experimental details are described in
detail elsewhere [163, 165, 168-170].
The progress in deformation processes during tensile straining as a function of strain was
monitored via post-mortem analysis of the tensile deformed region within the gage length by
transmission electron microscopy. 3 mm discs were punched and mechanically ground and
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electropolished in an electrolyte containing 10% perchloric acid in acetic acid at a temperature of
10°C. Tensile samples tested until fracture were examined in a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) to study the mode of fracture. The SEM micrographs of the fracture surface were
processed using Image Pro software to clearly delineate the fracture morphology.
4.3

Results

Figure 4.1 shows the grain structure of cold worked and phase reversion annealed austenitic
stainless steel with different grain size, namely, nanograined/ultrafine-grained (NG/UFG),
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(e)

Figure 4.1. (a-c) TEM micrographs of phase reversion annealed 301LN type austenite
stainless steel with varying grain size from nanograined/ultrafine-grained (NG/UFG) regime
to fine-grained (FG) regime and (d) light micrographs of coarse-grained (CG) steel. The
average weighted grain size
was determined from a number of micrographs and is
indicated on each of the micrographs. NG/UFG: nanograined/ultrafine grained, SMG: submicron-grained, FG: fine-grained, and CG: coarse-grained steels [165] (e) stress-strain plots
for NG/UFG, SMG and FG steels.
sub-micron grained (SMG), fine-grained (FG) and coarse-grained (CG).
The mechanical properties for these grain structures are listed in Table 4.1. The weighted
average grain size of NG/UFG, SMG, FG and CG was 320 ± 5 nm, 757 ± 10 nm, 2132 ± 21 nm
and 22 ± 3 μm, respectively. The average number indicated on the micrographs is an average
grain size determined from a large number of TEM micrographs and at least 3 specimens for
each condition. The details of measurement approach are described in detail elsewhere [170].
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Numerous high angle grain boundaries had misorientation between 57.5-62°. It may be noted
that in spite of increase in yield strength with decrease in grain size to NG/UFG regime, the
ductility (tensile elongation) continued to be high for all the steel samples.
Table 4.1: Tensile properties of phase reversion-induced Fe-17Cr-7Ni austenitic alloy with
different grain size (data revised and adapted from Ref. [169]).
Weighted Average
Grain Size
NG/UFG
320 ± 5 nm
SMG
757 ± 10 nm
FG
2132 ± 21 nm
CG
22 ± 3 μm

4.4

Average Yield Strength, MPa

% Average Elongation

768
722
667
350

34
38
41
40

Interplay between grain structure and deformation behavior
Transmission electron micrographs illustrating the evolution of deformation structure

with increase in tensile strain, final fracture and processing of SEM fractographs by Image Pro
for NG/UFG, SMG, FG and CG structures are presented in Figs. 4.2-4.5. In NG/UFG austenitic
stainless steel, there were a number of stacking faults (SF) during the early stages of plastic
deformation, followed by increase in twin density with increased tensile strain. In SMG
austenitic stainless steel, there was a similar increase in the number of nanoscale twins with
increase in tensile strain. Twins nucleated in different directions and intersected one another at
high strain.
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Figure 4.2.(a) TEM micrographs of NG/UFG structure illustrating evolution of deformation
structure during tensile straining at engineering strain of 2%, 10% and 20% (partially adapted
from Ref [169]), (b) SEM fractographs at different magnifications illustrating line-up of voids
along the striations in NG/UFG steel. Also presented images processed fractographs.
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Figure 4.3.(a) TEM micrographs of SMG structure illustrating evolution of deformation
structure during tensile straining at engineering strain of 2%, 10% and 20% (partially adapted
from Ref [169]), (b) SEM fractographs at different magnifications illustrating line-up of voids
along the striations in SMG steel. Also presented images processed fractographs.
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Figure 4.4.(a) TEM micrographs of FG structure illustrating evolution of deformation
structure during tensile straining at engineering strain of 2%, 10% and 20% (partially adapted
from Ref [169]), (b) SEM fractographs at different magnifications illustrating line-up of voids
along the striations in FG steel. Also presented images processed fractographs.
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Figure 4.5.(a) TEM micrographs of CG structure illustrating evolution of deformation
structure during tensile straining at engineering strain of 2%, 10% and 20% (partially adapted
from Ref [169]), (b) SEM fractographs at different magnifications illustrating line-up of voids
along the striations in CG steel. Also presented images processed fractographs.
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The progress of deformation and microstructural evolution with tensile straining in FG
austenitic stainless steel with weighted average grain size of ~2 μm (2132 nm) was intriguing. In
addition to nanoscale twins, strain-induced α´-martensite at shear bands was also observed. The
deformation mechanisms in the FG structure involved mechanical twinning and strain-induced
martensite. Thus, in contrast to NG/UFG and SMG steels, in FG steel two different deformation
mechanisms were operative, i.e. twinning and strain-induced martensite. In the CG structure,
only strain-induced martensite was observed. Thus, we can conclude that there was a clear and
distinct transition in the mechanism of deformation from NG/UFG to CG structure. This
transition occurred when the weighted average grain size was ~2132 nm (i.e. FG structure).
It is appropriate to briefly discuss stacking faults and twins in the context of NG/UFG,
SMG and to some extent in FG structure. These structures are typical of deformed low stacking
fault energy (SFE) materials characterized by planar arrays of dislocations, due to the fact that
the partials are widely separated and the cross-slip process of screw dislocations is difficult. One
can clearly identify lots of SFs and twins present in the deformed area of the NG/UFG sample
(Figure 4.2-4.4). The networks knitted by the intersecting SFs and twins were noted everywhere
in NG/UFG and SMG steels. High densities of SFs can also be regarded as micro-twins with the
thickness of only one atomic layer. These micro-twins and SFs were confined within the grain,
and stopped in the grain interior with Shockley partial dislocations located at the tip of microtwins and SFs (Figure 4.2-4.4). It is conceivable that these twins were heterogeneously nucleated
at a grain boundary (GB) and grew into the grain interior via partial dislocation emission from
the GB. It has been demonstrated that deformation twins can form by successive emission of
Shockley partial dislocations from the same GB on adjacent (111) planes [171-174], as also
supported by molecular dynamic simulations [175]. The simulations revealed a high
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concentration of SF planes in the grains produced by single partials or by dissociated perfect
dislocations. These SFs confined by the dense GB network of nanoscale grains were found to
initiate deformation twinning, the underlying twinning mechanisms involve partial dislocations
and their interaction with the GBs, including overlapping SF and the coordinated nucleation of
partial dislocations from the GBs.
Dislocation activity is a precursor to twinning, and subsequently twinning proceeds as an
energetically favorable rearrangement of partial dislocations (SFs). In other words, SFs always
form before the occurrence of a twin. Meanwhile, the reason for the high density of SFs in the
deformed samples is associated with the fact that smaller grains make it easier to emit partial
dislocations than to emit perfect dislocations from GBs [175-181]. This makes partial dislocation
emission from GBs a major deformation mechanism when the grain size is below a certain
critical value, which is the case in the present study.
To date, it is well established that strain hardening and grain boundary (GB) hardening are
the two major mechanisms to strengthen a metal, resulting from the impeded movement of
dislocations by increasing density of obstacles-dislocations and GBs. The formation of stacking
faults (SFs) as observed here, has recently come to play an important role in the understanding of
superior mechanical properties of materials, particularly those with the face-centered cubic (fcc)
and the close-packed hexagonal (hcp) structures. The improved properties include work
hardening, recrystallization, creep, deformation texture, corrosion resistance and a number of
others have been shown in general to be related to the presence of SFs [173].
On the other hand, the high concentration of grain boundaries (GBs) in NG/UFG structure
act as barrier to motion of dislocations and consequently enhances strength. However, GB
strengthening mechanism alone provides limited contribution to macroscopic yield strength.
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Given that the SFs and twins were consistently observed in the NG/UFG structure, it is
pertinent to briefly revisit the understanding of the relationship between twin and SFs; the
schematic illustrations are presented in Figure 4.6. The fcc and hcp structures are closely related
and, both being close-packed, differ essentially in the way in which the closest-packed planes are
stacked together. The normal sequence of {111} planes in a face centered cubic (fcc) structure
can be described as ABCABCABC using the usual A, B, C notation, as shown in Figure 4.6a.
The three typical stacking faults are illustrated by the characteristic stacking patterns in Figure
4.6b-d. i.e., the intrinsic SF, extrinsic SF and A micro-twin with a thickness of N atomic layers
resulted from N SFs on every (111) plane [171, 172, 181]. The key features can be described as
follows:
(i) the intrinsic SF, corresponding to the removal of a close-packed layer of atoms (Figure
4.6b). Moreover, one intrinsic SF can be considered as a micro-twin with one atomic layer. And
the twin boundaries characterized by intermixed regions of hcp structure [171, 172, 181].
(ii) The extrinsic SF, corresponding to the insertion of an extra close-packed layer of
atoms, and 2-layer overlapping intrinsic SF is equivalent to a single extrinsic SF (Figure 4.6b).
Therefore, one extrinsic SF can be seen as a two-layer micro-twin and three overlapping intrinsic
SFs form a 3-layer micro-twin with contacting hcp regions (Figure 4.6c).
(iii) A micro-twin with a thickness of N atomic layers resulted from N SFs on every (111)
plane (N = 8, Figure 4.6d).
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a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 4.6. Schematic illustrations of stacking faults and micro-twin in an fcc lattice. (a)
Perfect lattice with stacking sequence of ABC. (b) 2-layer intrinsic fault being equivalent to a
single extrinsic fault. (c) A micro-twin with a thickness of 3-layer atoms clearly consisted of
three overlapping intrinsic fault. (d) Unambiguously, the layer number of twin in coincidence
with that of intrinsic faults on every (111) plane. : Atomic layer A, : atomic layer B, :
atomic layer C on every (-11-1) plane; i: intrinsic fault, e: extrinsic fault, TB: twin boundary.

It is well demonstrated that twinning is an effective approach for improving strength and
ductility for metals and alloys [175, 176] and enhance strain hardening [184], which is consistent
with our observations. SFs on basal planes are expected to provide similar effect on impeding
dislocation movement as reported for nano-twinned electrodeposited Cu [185]. The high density
of dislocations between SFs suggests that SFs are effective in blocking and accumulating
dislocations (Figure 4.2).
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Because of the low SFE of austenitic stainless steel, the partial dislocations that constitute
a glide dislocation are more widely separated, or extended, than in higher SF materials. Before a
dislocation can move off its primary slip plane onto a cross slip plane the SF between the partials
must first be compressed, which requires a high stress to overcome the repulsive forces between
the partial dislocations. Therefore, cross slip is suppressed and the deformation tends to be much
more planar in stainless steel than in higher SF materials. These faults are precursors of the
deformation twins found in the bands, since the faults and twins are formed progressively with
strain. The twins can occur gradually by partial dislocation slip. The activated SFs and the
subsequently initiated twin boundaries can refine the microstructure to a level similar to a
nanocrystalline and UFG matrix. Yamakov et al. [175] suggested that the process of deformation
twinning can have a two-fold effect on the mechanical behavior of the material. First, during the
early stage of plastic deformation, when the grain interiors are practically free of dislocations, it
can facilitate the deformation by adding additional slip systems or by facilitating the transfer
between existing slip systems through dislocation-twin reactions. Second, once twins have been
nucleated they can repel certain types of gliding dislocations and give rise to pile-ups, with
consequent strain hardening of the material. The importance of partial dislocations and SFs or
twins in the plastic deformation of fcc metals has recently been addressed by several authors
[175,180,186]. On the other hand, the twin lamellar structure may be viewed as inherently
bimodal [187] because the length scale of the twin lamellae in the two dimensions parallel to the
twin boundaries (TBs) is significantly larger than the ultrafine/nano scale in the direction
perpendicular to TBs. Dislocation can thus accumulate, forming tangles to subdivide the twin
lamellae. Meanwhile, the TBs in large numbers also serve as the locations where a high density
of dislocations can move and build up starting from low levels. Consequently, the work-
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hardening ability is dramatically improved in the present steel which possesses a low SFE and,
especially important, NG structure.
We know that twinning and strain-induced α’- martensite are strain hardening
mechanisms that restrict localization of strain and contribute to high ductility, as observed in
Table 1. Twinning contributed to excellent ductility in the high strength NG/UFG structure,
while strain-induced martensite governed the high ductility of CG steel. The high ductility of
conventional CG austenitic steel was associated with gradual transformation of austenite to
martensite that increases the strain hardening rate and delays the onset of localized necking [188190]. In striking contrast to the behavior of CG austenite, the strain accommodation mechanism
changed from transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) in the CG alloy to twin-induced
plasticity (TWIP) in the NG/UFG alloy [170]. Nanoscale twinning was a major deformation
mechanism contributing to the observed excellent ductility of “high strength” NG structure,
while for the “low strength” CG structure, ductility was comparably good, but due to straininduced martensite formation at the intersection of shear bands. This was a clear case of grain
size effect (and strength). The underlying reason for such a behavior was attributed to increase in
the stability of austenite with decrease in grain size and explained in terms of austenite stabilitystrain energy relationship, such that the NG/UFG austenite resists transformation to martensite
[170].
The observed preference for twinning in NG/UFG steel (Figure 4.2) can be explained by
computing the critical shear stress (defined in Figure 4.7) required to initiate twinning partial
dislocation (τTwin) with that required to nucleate shear-bands (τshear-bands). The respective shear
stresses are given by [191-193]:
shear bands =

2bshear bands
d
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[1]

Twin =

2bTwin

+
d
bTwin

[2]

where μ is the shear modulus (~78 GPa) and γ is the stacking fault energy of the alloy (~30
mJ/m2) [163,164,173], bshear

bands

and bTwin are the magnitude of the Burgers vector for

Figure 4.7. Schematic of axial compressive stress that produces a resolved shear stress
leading to activation of mechanical twinning. A similar figure is applicable to represent
activation of shear-bands.
dislocation-cell type martensite in shear-bands and Shockley partial twinning dislocations,
respectively. The parameter α reflects the character of the dislocation and is ~1 for edge
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dislocation [193] and contains the scaling factor between the length of the dislocation source and
the grain size.
At a critical grain size, the resolved shear stress τTwin and τshear-bands are equal such that by
combining equations 1 and 2, the critical grain size for transition is:
dC =

2(bshear bands − bTwin ) bTwin


[3]

Using α=1.5, the theoretically estimated critical grain size dc is ~250 nm (Figure 9) and the
minimum stress required for twin nucleation is ~250 MPa (Taylor factor= 3.1 for fcc structure).
However, experimentally twinning was observed up to SMG (~750 nm). The underlying reason
for this difference is the influence of elastic anisotropy and the small Peierls-Nabarro stress that
is ignored in equations 1-3. Nevertheless, equation 3 and Figure 4.8 predict a transition in the
deformation mechanism from twinning in NG/UFG steel to shear-bands in CG steel, consistent
with the experimental observations (Figure 4.2-4.5). Thus, twinning was the deformation
mechanism in the NG/UFG steel, when the critical shear stress for twinning was relatively low
and strain induced martensite formation in shear-bands was the deformation mechanism in the
CG steel when the critical shear stress for twinning was high (or τshear bands was low). This is in
addition to the effect of austenite stability on grain size, which also impacts the deformation
mechanism. It has been previously discussed that austenite stability increases with decrease in
grain size [170].
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4.5

Interplay between grain structure, deformation mechanism and fracture
There were intriguing differences in the mode of fracture (Figures 4.2-4.5) when the

deformation mechanism changed from mechanical twinning in the NG/UFG structure to
combination of mechanical twinning and strain-induced martensite in the FG structure, and
finally to only strain-induced martensite in the CG structure, at similar level of tensile
elongation. In the NG/UFG austenitic stainless steel at low magnification, the fracture surface
was flat (Figure 4.2b). But at high magnifications, fine striations, similar to those observed in
fatigue fracture were observed, except that there was line-up of voids just along the striations.

Figure 4.8. Computed shear stress (according to equations 1 and 2 as a function of grain size.
For our alloy system, there is a transition in deformation mechanism at ~2100 nm grain size
from twinning in NG regime to shear-bands in CG regime.
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This type of fracture morphology was observed everywhere on the fracture surface and was more
distinct and clear when the SEM micrographs was processed by Image Pro software. It appeared
as if tearing occurred along the striations.
A similar fracture surface morphology was observed for SMG (Figure 4.3b) and FG
(Figure 4.4b) austenitic stainless steels. In the FG austenitic stainless steel, in addition to
striations, microvoid coalescence fracture, which is typically observed in ductile materials was
also observed. These two-types of fracture morphology is consistent with the observed two types
of deformation mechanisms, namely, mechanical twinning and strain-induced martensite.
Accordingly, in the CG steel, where strain-induced martensitic transformation occurred and
twinning was absent during tensile straining, microvoid coalescence was only observed.
Intriguingly, the shape of microvoids observed in CG austenitic steel and to some extent in FG
austenitic steel were similar to the line-up of voids just along the striations in NG/UFG and SMG
steels. The microvoids corresponding to microvoid coalescence were only slightly large in size in
comparison to the line-up of voids just along the striations.
To further understand the fracture process, the microstructure just beneath the fracture
surface was studied via SEM. In the NG/UFG austenitic stainless steel, striations extending into
the bulk of the material were observed (Figure 10) while in the CG austenitic stainless steel, fine
martensitic laths were viewed as potential sites for void nucleation (Figure 4.10). The appearance
of striations with spacing of ~3-8 µm suggested a step-wise (quasi-static) crack growth normal to
the direction of the striations, i.e., crack propagation occurred in steps. As regards the line-up of
voids along the striations, it is envisaged that the voids grow ahead of an arrested crack, and
when the crack advances, the tearing of the intervoid region forms a ridge that defines the new
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Figure 4.9. Scanning electron micrograph illustrating voids along the striations in the crosssection image of the fracture surface in NG/UFG steel. The voids are marked by arrows.

Figure 4.10. Low and high magnification scanning electron micrographs of the cross-section
of the fracture surface illustrating nucleation of voids at martensitic laths in CG steel. Voids
are marked by arrows.
crack front. This process repeats as a quais-static crack growth process such that multiple
striations are observed. This explanation is schematically presented in Figure 4.11.
4.6

Discussion
It is clear from the aforementioned observations described in Figures 4.2-4.5 that the

difference in fracture morphology between NG/UFG, SMG and CG structures is related to
deformation mechanism, where FG exhibits a fracture morphology that is a combination of
NG/UFG, SMG and CG structures. When mechanical twinning is the dominant deformation
mechanism, striations with line-up of voids were observed. On the other hand, microvoid
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coalescence or dimple rupture occurred when metastable austenite transformed to martensite
during tensile straining. Deformation twinning and strain-induced α’-martensite are essentially
both strain hardening mechanisms that inhibit localized strain and contribute to ductility.
Moreover, deformation twinning and strain-induced martensite are microstructurally similar
from the viewpoint that both involve diffusionless shear of a constrained plate-shaped region in
the parent crystal. The mechanism of deformation (twinning) must be related to the enhanced
contribution of high fraction of grain boundaries to strength and higher stability of NG/UFG
austenite that restricts strain-induced martensite [170,194], both of which govern deformation
mechanism and consequently ultimate fracture. It is widely recognized that when fcc austenite
transforms to bcc martensite, it introduces anisotropic strain in the neighboring untransformed
austenite. Furthermore, the near uniform distribution of transformation strain necessitates that
several multi-variant transformation must simultaneously take place within an austenite grain to
reduce total strain energy [155,157]. But when the austenite grains are smaller than the
martensite lath, as in the NG/UFG structure, the possibility that number of variants of martensite
to simultaneously participate within an austenite grain is appreciably reduced because of very
high strain energy (~850 MJ/m3), which reduces the ability to potentially nucleate martensite.
Thus, a single variant is favored or preferred for strain-induced martensitic transformation to
occur in the NG/UFG structure [195]. But this requires a significant reduction in the strain
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energy for martensitic transformation to take place in the NG/UFG austenite and is not possible
because the elastic strain energy is very high (~850 MJ/m3) [195].

Figure 4.11. Schematic illustration of the envisaged explanation for the formation of microvoids
along the striations because of straining during crack arrests (quasi-static crack growth). Δx is
the increment in crack length.

The insight on the relationship between grain size and plasticity (inclusive of fracture)
mechanisms are important in providing directions for the futuristic science-based design of high
strength-high ductility combination bulk NG/UFG materials. There are no reports of studies that
show a systematic study of grain size and deformation behavior to the fracture mechanism in
relatively large grain size spectrum from (NG/UFG to CG regime) in “a single material” using an
“identical processing approach”. To develop an unambiguous understanding, it is desirable to
produce structures with systematically varying grain size in a single material processed by a
single set of parameters. The discovery of the “grain size-deformation behavior” and relationship
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to “fracture mechanism” in the study described here is fundamentally important for designing
material structures with optimal mechanical properties.
4.7

Conclusions
The study provided insights on grain size-deformation mechanism-fracture relationship in

austenitic stainless steels from NG/UFG to CG regime. In NG/UFG and SMG structure, when
twinning was the mechanism of deformation, the fracture morphology was characterized by
striations (river markings) with line-up of voids just beneath the striations. In contrast, in the CG
structure, microvoid coalescence type of fracture occurred. A distinct transition from striated
fracture with line-up of voids to microvoid coalescence occurred in FG steel, consistent with
transition of deformation mechanism from twinning to strain-induced martensite. The
appearance of striations suggested a stepwise (quasi-static) crack growth normal to the direction
of striations. The voids grew ahead of an arrested crack, and when the crack advanced, the
tearing intracavity (or intervoid) formed the ridge that defined the new crack front.
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Chapter 5
Phase Reversion Induced Nanograined/Ultrafine-grained Microalloyed Steel:
Low Temperature Superplasticity and Fracture
Summary
The novel concept of phase reversion involving severe cold deformation of martensite at room
temperature followed by annealing was used to obtain nanograined/ultrafine-grained (NG/UFG)
microalloyed steel. The NG/UFG microstructure was characterized by a combination of NG
(<100 nm) and UFG (100-300 nm) ferrite grains, together with ~50-80 nm cementite and ~10-20
nm V(C,N) precipitates. The microalloyed steel exhibited superplastic behavior at 500°C (< 0.5
of Tm) with total elongation exceeding 100%. The fracture surface of superplastic alloy was
characterized by elongated cavities that nucleated and grew parallel to the applied tensile stress.
Extensive plastic deformation occurred around the cavity, accompanied by cavity interlinkage,
which are envisaged to be the cavitation growth mechanism. Transmission electron microscopy
of regions close to the tip of the fracture surface indicated grain boundary migration during
plastic deformation, an attribute of grain boundary sliding associated with superplasticity.
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5.1

Introduction
We have recently obtained high strength-ductility combination in nanograined/ultrafine-

grained (NG/UFG) austenitic alloy using the innovative concept of phase reversion-induced
NG/UFG materials [196-199]. The controlled deformation-annealing approach to obtain
NG/UFG stainless steels with high strength-high ductility combination involved cold
deformation (~60-80%) of metastable (FCC) austenite (γ) to strain-induced body-centered cubic
(BCC) martensite (α’). Upon annealing at ~700-800°C for short duration of ~100 s (depending
on the dimensions of the sample), martensite transformed back to austenite via a diffusionalreversion mechanism, without affecting the texture [196-199]. The success of this approach in
obtaining NG/UFG structure was dependent on the predominance of dislocation-cell type
structure in the severely deformed martensite. The concept enabled us to explore deformation
mechanisms in a single material from CG to NG regime, using identical processing parameters.
Motivated by the success of the approach, we extended the innovative concept to microalloyed
steels to obtain NG/UFG structure that was characterized by low temperature superplasticity at a
temperature significantly below the melting point (<Tm). The experimental reports on
superplasticity at low temperatures (<0.5 Tm) are rare, and this is particularly true with low
carbon microalloyed steels.
Superplastic materials sustain high degree of plastic deformation (≥100%) [200-202].
One of the important requirements of superplasticity is fine-grained structure. The interest in
superplasticity arises from the fact that superplastic behavior can be exploited to form complex
shapes using relatively inexpensive forming methods [201,202], particularly if the deformation
temperature can be reduced. However, in majority of nanograined/ultrafine-grained (NG/UFG)
alloy systems, the ductility is limited because of lack of strain hardening ability [203,204].
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Considering that grain boundary sliding is widely recognized as an important deformation
mechanism to explain superplastic behavior, it is envisaged that superplasticity may occur in
NG/UFG alloy systems with high fraction of grain boundaries and high strain hardening ability.
Grain boundary sliding is an important mechanism of superplasticity, because the number of
grain boundaries involved in sliding are expected to be high [205]. In sequel to our preliminary
observations, we explore here the mechanism of low temperature superplasticity in a low carbon
microalloyed at temperatures below 0.5Tm through the study of deformation and fracture and
discuss the findings in the context of extensive knowledge on superplasticity available in the
literature.
5.2

Experimental Procedure
The microalloyed steel of nominal composition (in weight %) Fe-0.1C-1.55Mn-0.16Si-

0.1V-0.02Al- (0.5-1Ni)- 0.018N was melted in a vacuum induction furnace and cast as 50 kg
ingot of ~45 mm thickness. The as-cast steel was heated to ~1200°C for 3 h and air-cooled to
920°C, followed by rolling to ~5.5 mm thickness involving 7 passes on a rolling mill with roll
diameter of 450 mm. The finish temperature was 805°C and accelerated cooled to room
temperature. To obtain NG/UFG structure, the as-hot rolled microalloyed steel was subjected to
combination of cold-rolling and annealing in a manner similar to the concept of phase reversion
induced NG/UFG structure, applied to stainless steel, which has been widely studied in recent
years by Misra’s group [196-199]. First, the as-hot rolled steel of 5.5 mm thickness and 50 mm
width was reheated at 900°C for 5 min in an electric furnace, followed by water quenching to
room temperature at a cooling rate of 90°C/s to obtain martensite. Second, after removal of the
surface scale, the steel of 5 mm thickness was cold rolled to 1.6 mm and 0.9 mm thickness,
respectively, with total reduction of 68% and 82%. Approximately, 0.3-0.5 mm reduction was
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given in each pass. Third, the cold rolled steel was annealed at 550°C and 650°C in a tubular
furnace at a heating rate of 10°C/s, water-quenched to room temperature to prevent coarsening of
the microstructure. Samples were mechanically polished using standard metallographic
procedure and chemically etched with 4 volume percent nital solution and the microstructure
examined in SEM at 15 kV and precipitates analyzed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX). Tensile tests were carried out using dog-bone shaped samples (10 mm gage length and 5
mm gage width) at room temperature and 500°C at strain rates of 1x10-4 and 2.5x10-4/s. To
conduct tensile test at 500°C, the tensile specimens were heated to 500°C for 5 min prior to the
application of load.
Fracture surface of tensile samples was studied via scanning electron microscope (SEM,
Hitachi 6400). Furthermore, to study cavitation, if any, due to superplastic behavior, region close
to the tip of the fracture surface was studied by SEM along the longitudinal direction after
careful polishing and examination in the unetched condition. Transmission electron microscopy
was also carried out to study grain boundary and dislocation characteristics in the region close to
the tip of the fracture surface.
5.3

Results
It is appropriate to first describe the NG/UFG microstructure and tensile data, prior to

describing studies on deformation and fracture. Scanning electron micrographs of as-hot rolled
steel after reheating at 900°C followed by water-quenching is presented in Fig. 5.1a. The asquenched steel consisted of martensite plates with width of ~300-500 nm. Prior austenite grain
size was in the range ~3-6 µm, and V(C,N) precipitates of size ~20-30 nm were nucleated during
holding at 900°C and distributed within the prior austenite grains and at martensite plates (not
presented). The V(C,N) precipitates pinned the prior austenite grain boundaries and thereby
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inhibited the coarsening of prior austenite grains. After cold-rolling to ~1.6 mm thickness,
martensite of width ~100-250 nm was obtained (Fig. 5.1b). Cold rolling to ~0.9 mm, reduced the
width of martensite plates to ~100-150 nm (Fig. 5.1c). Thus, further studies were carried out
with 0.9 mm thick cold-rolled plate because of fine and homogeneous microstructure.
On annealing of cold-rolled steel of ~0.9 mm thickness at 550°C for 5 min, martensite
transformed into NG/UFG ferritic grains via recovery and recrystallization. The microstructure
was characterized by NG (<100 nm) and UFG (~100-300 nm) ferrite grains. During heat
treatment at 550°C, two types of precipitates were nucleated, cementite of ~50-80 nm size along
the ferrite grain boundaries and V(C,N) precipitates of ~10-20 nm (Fig. 5.1d). The precipitation
of V(C,N) is helpful in suppressing grain growth, and ensures thermal stability of the
microstructure. Cementite precipitation largely occurs at ferrite grain boundaries, while V(C,N)
precipitation largely occurs within the ferrite grains. On annealing at a higher temperature of
650°C for 5 min, majority of ferrite grains were coarsened to 1-3 µm, and only few ferrite grains
of submicron size were observed (Fig. 5.1e). We refer this steel as FG steel and was considered
as a reference steel to compare with the NG/UFG steel.
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(a)

(b)

200 nm

2 µm
(d)

(c)

200 nm

200 nm
(e)

1 µm

Figure 5.1. Scanning electron micrographs of (a) steel reheated to 900°C for 5 min and waterquenched, (b) cold rolled structure of as-quenched steel reduced to 1.6 mm thickness and (c) cold
rolled structure of as-quenched steel reduced to 0.9 mm thickness. Cold rolling to 0.9 mm thick
led to refinement of martensite (width ~100-150 nm), (d) cold rolled (0.9 mm thickness) and
annealed steel, 550°C for 5 min: NG/UFG steel, and (e) cold rolled (0.9 mm thickness) and
annealed steel, 650°C for 5 min: FG steel [206].
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Tensile tests were conducted at room temperature (20°C) and at 500°C and the
corresponding stress-strain plots for NG/UFG and FG steels are presented in Figure 5.2. The
yield strength and elongation of NG/UFG steel at 20°C (strain rate 2.5x10-4 s-1) was ~1400 MPa
and ~12%. While the yield stress was high, but the elongation was low because of absence of
work hardening. In comparison, the FG steel exhibited significant work hardening behavior, with
yield strength, tensile strength, and elongation of 681 MPa, 704 MPa, and 29%, respectively.
At 500°C (and strain rate of 0.00025 s-1), the yield strength and tensile strength of
NG/UFG steel was reduced to ~400 MPa and ~457 MPa, respectively. An interesting aspect of
NG/UFG tensile test at 500°C was slow and gradual decrease in stress after attaining the peak
stress, such that high elongation of 95% was obtained. When the strain rate was reduced to 1x10 4

s-1, the yield strength and tensile strength were further decreased to ~278 MPa and ~327 MPa,

respectively, and the elongation was increased to ~106%. This softening process was associated
with plastic deformation for longer period, such that the NG/UFG steel continued to withstand
stress at very high strain of ~1. On the other hand, the FG steel tensile strained at 500°C (strain
rate 2.5x10-4 s-1) was characterized by yield strength and tensile strength of 324 MPa and 343
MPa, respectively, and lower elongation of 57%. The tensile data is an average of five tests for
each condition.
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Figure 5.2. Tensile stress-strain plots of NG/UFG microalloyed steels tested at (a) 20oC, 2.5x104 -1
s , (c) 500oC, 2.5x10-4 s-1, and (d) 500oC, 1x10-4 s-1; FG microalloyed steels (b) 20oC, 2.5x10-4
s-1, (e) 500oC, 2.5x10-4 s-1 [206].

We now describe studies on the fractographic features of tensile tested specimens
elucidating the fracture characteristics of NG/UFG and fine grained (FG) steels. There were
striking differences in the mode and nature of fracture (Figures 5.3, 5.4) associated with
NG/UFG steel tensile tested at 20°C and 500°C. The fracture behavior can be classified into two
categories. The first category corresponds to NG/UFG and FG steels tensile tested at 2.5x10-4 s-1
at 20°C, both of which were characterized by microvoid coalescence type of fracture (Figure
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5.3), which is typically observed in ductile metals and alloys. Similar fracture was observed for
FG steel under identical test conditions.

2 µm

Figure 5.3. Scanning electron fractographs showing fracture surface of NG/UFG microalloyed
steel tensile tested to fracture at 20°C at 2.5x10-4 s-1.
In contrast, the fracture surface of NG/UFG tensile tested at 500°C at 2.5x10-4 and 1x10-4
s-1 was distinctly different from those subjected to tensile test at 20°C. The fracture surface was
characterized by cavities that nucleated and grew in the direction of the applied stress (see
below). There was significant plastic flow around the nucleated cavities. At high magnification,
fibrous-like structure was visible in the plastically deformed matrix. This kind of fracture that
accompanies superplastic deformation does not appear to have been documented. Two
illustrations are presented in Figure 5.4. Similar fracture characteristics were observed for FG
microalloyed steel tensile tested at 500°C at 2.5x10-4 s-1 until fracture. The fracture took place in
an abrupt manner with little or no visible necking in the gauge length.
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To further understand the aforementioned characteristics in NG/UFG microalloyed steel,
the cavities arising from superplastic deformation were studied by carefully polishing the region
close to the tip of the fracture surface and examining the unetched polished sample via scanning
electron microscope at low magnification. The region examined was ~0.5 cm away from the tip
of the fracture along the longitudinal direction.

a(ii)

a(i)

Interlinkage

Fibrous

2 µm

2 µm

b(ii)

b(i)

Fibrous

Fibrous
2 µm

2 µm

Figure 5.4. Scanning electron fractographs showing fracture surface of NG/UFG microalloyed
steel tensile tested to fracture at (a) 500°C at 2.5x10-4 s-1, and (b) 500°C at 1x10-4 s-1. Note line
cavitated fracture and interlinkage of cavities are more apparent after image processing of Figure
5.6.b using a commercial software.
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In Figures 5.5 & 5.6 are examples of regions where elongated cavities were present in the
direction of applied stress and there was a distinct evidence of interlinkage of cavities consistent
with the observations of the fracture surface. These cavities are likely to form along the grain
boundaries. Cavities seem to be present in groups or chains, aligned in the direction of tensile
stress. It seems that failure did not occur because of coalescence but occurred after significant
degree of plastic deformation around the cavities. Considering the size of cavity, they must
intersect a number of grain boundaries. The diffusive flux contributing to the growth process
increases, and this enhances the cavity growth rate, by a factor which is governed by the number
of grain boundaries intersected and their respective orientations relative to the stress axis [207].

Figure 5.5. Scanning electron micrographs of longitudinal region close to the tip of the
fracture surface of tensile tested specimens at 500oC (1x10-4 s-1) in the unetched condition.
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Figure 5.6. Scanning electron micrographs of longitudinal region close to the tip of the
fracture surface of tensile tested specimens at 500oC (2.5x10-4 s-1) in the unetched condition.
Note interlinkage of cavities.

Transmission electron micrographs of NG/UFG steel tensile tested at 500°C (strain rates
of 1x10-4 s-1 and 2.5x10-4 s-1) are presented in Figure 5.7. The TEM micrographs correspond to
the region close to the fracture tip. Figure 5.7 shows clear evidence of strain-induced migration
of grain boundaries (identified by arrows).
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(a)
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Figure 5.7. Transmission electron micrographs from a region close to the tip of the fracture
surface tensile tested at (a) & (b) 1x10-4 s-1 and (c) & (d) 2.5x10-4 s-1 showing limited dislocation
activity.

The migrating grain boundaries took a curved shape and grains became bulbous. Majority
of the grains were free of dislocations, only in a few regions a pile-up of dislocations was
observed (Figure 5.7).
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5.4

Discussion
The low room temperature elongation of NG/UFG steel is attributed to plastic instability

[208,210], where grain refinement increases flow stress and reduces work hardening. In contrast
to the behavior at 20°C, the elongation of NG/UFG steel at 500°C (strain rate 2.5x10-4 s-1) was
95%, far in excess of the FG steel, which had elongation of ~57%. The elongation of NG/UFG
steel was further increased to ~106% at lower strain rate of 1x10-4 s-1 and 500°C. This data is
representative of low temperature superplastic behavior. The observation of low temperature
superplasticity in the microalloyed steel is a significant finding. We have focused here on low
temperature of 500°C, to study the effect of nanostructure, because at high temperatures, grain
growth occurs that shifts the grain structure to micrometer or sub-micrometer regime. Also, the
precipitates may coarsen significantly at high temperatures. Thus, we would have to consider
grain growth and superplastic deformation together, both being thermally activated processes.
At 500°C, the grain boundaries play an active role during high-temperature deformation
[210,211] such that the effective diffusion coefficient in NG/UFG steel is expected to be many
orders of magnitude greater than the coarse or fine-grained counterpart. Grain boundary sliding
is a major characteristic in superplasticity and can contributes significantly to the total strain
[212,213]. We attribute the superplastic behavior in NG/UFG steel to grain boundary sliding,
which requires an accommodation process to accompany grain boundary sliding, and determines
the kinetics of superplasticity. This accommodation process in our case includes grain-boundary
migration (Figure 5.7). Other processes may include diffusional flow, or some dislocation slip
processes. It is not the purpose of this paper to review mechanisms of superplasticity and the
cavity growth mechanism, but some discussion is pertinent. It is proposed that grain boundary
sliding contributes to more than 50% of the total strain during superplastic deformation and
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cavity nucleation is caused by stress concentration produced by grain boundary sliding [213].
Cavities nucleate through continued condensation of vacancies at grain boundaries, that
experience a normal tensile stress. But, the supersaturation of vacancies in the matrix near a
grain boundary can be relieved by diffusion to the boundary rather than by precipitation of voids
[213]. Vacancy condensation is not an absolute requirement for cavity nucleation [213].
There are primarily four distinct mechanisms of cavity growth during superplastic
deformation, namely, (a) stress assisted vacancy diffusion, (b) superplastic diffusion growth, (c)
plastic deformation surrounding the cavities, and (d) cavity growth by cavity interlinkage [207].
Hancock [215] was the first to propose plasticity-controlled cavity growth mechanism. The basic
assumption was that the cavity growth is controlled by plastic deformation of matrix around the
cavity. Stowell [216] developed cavity growth model considering interlinkage. It was assumed
that the cavities were near spherical in shape and the growth was plasticity controlled. When two
cavities coalesced, a large cavity would immediately form. Cavity shape changes during
superplastic deformation. At high strains, the growth is controlled by plastic deformation, and the
cavities are elongated and aligned parallel to the tensile axis.
As regards fracture, four distinct types of fracture in superplastic metals and alloys have
been proposed: failure by quasistable plastic flow (macroscopic elongation >1000%), failure by
necking (~500%), cavitation failure (~100-300%), and quasi-brittle fracture (<100%) [207].
Interlinkage of cavities is an important parameter in controlling the ease and type of fracture. The
fracture took place in an abrupt manner with little or no visible necking within the gauge length.
The factors that governs fracture by cavitation are the ease of cavity formation and growth and
the ease of cavity interlinkage. If we now consider the above discussion and observations of
interlinkage of cavities (Figure 5.4-5.6), significant extent of plastic flow around the cavities, and
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the fibrous structure (Figure 5.4), and migration of grain boundaries (Figure 5.7), we attribute the
cavity growth process to interlinkage of cavities and plastic flow around the cavities, which must
involve stress-assisted diffusion of vacancies. The observation of curved boundaries and grain
boundary migration (Figure 5.7) is attributed to grain boundary sliding and is an attribute of a
superplastic behavior [216].
5.5

Conclusions
In summary, we have provided evidence for the first time that the NG/UFG structure

obtained in microalloyed steels through severe cold deformation and annealing process exhibited
superplasticity at 500oC, with elongation exceeding 100% at less than 0.5Tm. The superplastic
deformation behavior involved cavitation, interlinkage of cavities and grain boundary migration,
which are attributes of superplastic behavior.
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Chapter 6
Macro to nanoscale deformation of transformation-induced plasticity steels: Impact of
aluminum on the microstructure and deformation behavior
Summary
The objective of the study is to elucidate the impact of aluminum-content in transformationinduced plasticity (TRIP) steels with particular emphasis on microstructure and its contribution
to deformation mechanism. The objective was accomplished through macroscale and nanoscale
deformation experiments combined with electron microscopy of the deformed region. The solidstate transformation-induced mechanical deformation varied with Al-content which influenced
tensile strength-ductility combination. Steels with 2-4 wt% Al were characterized by only TRIP
effect. In contrast to 2Al-and 4Al-steels, TWIP was also observed in conjunction with straininduced martensite in 6Al-steel, a behavior attributed to increase in stacking fault energy with
increase in Al-content such that the austenite is stable. The difference in mechanical properties
was reflected in the fracture behavior. The study addresses the knowledge gap with regard to the
effect of Al-content on austenite stability in medium-Mn TRIP steels, which is expected to
potentially enable cost-effective alloy design with high strength-high ductility condition.
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6.1

Introduction
Conserving energy and protecting the environment are the primary factors that are being

considered by the automotive industry. This requires reducing the weight of the automobiles and
develop next generation high strength steels. Transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) steels are
characterized by excellent combination of specific strength (strength/density) and therefore
suitable for automotive applications [217-219]. The TRIP effect depends on the content and
degree of stability of retained austenite. Moreover, light weight Al and Mg are added to TRIP
steels to reduce the density [220, 221].
Recent studies focused on Fe-(5-12) Mn-(0.1-0.2) C (wt.%) TRIP steels [222-226]. For
instance, Fe-5Mn-0.2C (wt.%) steel exhibited good combination of tensile strength of 850-950
MPa and ductility of 20-30% [226]. A high tensile strength of 1018 MPa and a total elongation
of 31% was obtained in Fe-7Mn-0.1C (wt.%) steel [222]. Tensile strength of 1420 MPa with
31% total elongation was reported for Fe-7Mn-0.2C (wt.%) steel [223]. Fe-10Mn-0.14C-1.5Al
(wt%) steel exhibited tensile strength of 1095 MPa and total elongation of 42% [227].
Aluminum is generally added to medium-Mn (5-12%) TRIP steels from the perspective of
modulating austenite stability and reduce the probability of cementite formation [228].
Furthermore, Al in TRIP steels facilitates the presence of ferrite [229] and δ-ferrite during
solidification and contributes to excellent tensile properties [230].
We have recently conducted a number of studies on factors that govern structure-property
relationship in hot-rolled and cold-rolled medium-Mn TRIP steels containing Al [231, 230]. In
previous study the factors that govern the tensile properties were examined [231]. The aim here
is to elucidate the impact of Al-content on the mechanical stability of austenite and solid-state
phase transformation of austenite into martensite. The aim was accomplished through both a
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comparative analysis of macroscale tensile deformation and nanoscale deformation experiments
combined with the post-mortem study of microstructural evolution of plastically deformed
region by transmission electron microscopy. The observations on mechanical deformation were
further corroborated in terms of stacking fault energy. We know that metastable retained
austenite transforms to martensite when the chemical free energy required for solid-state
transformation attains the critical threshold, which can be measured by stress-strain behavior
[234-237]. This solid-state transformation induced by mechanical deformation impacts tensile
strength-ductility combination because of strain-hardening effect [238-239]. Through macroscale
and nanoscale deformation experiments in conjunction with electron microscopy, we expect to
directly address the knowledge gap with regard to the effect of Al-content (2-6 wt.%) on the
stability of austenite in medium-Mn TRIP steels, which is expected to potentially facilitate the
cost-effective alloy design of TRIP-steels with high strength-high ductility combination.
6.2

Experimental procedure
The nominal chemical composition of the three experimental steels is listed in Table 1.

The 40 kg experimental steel ingots were cast in a vacuum induction furnace. The ingots were
heated at 1200℃ for 2 h, hot forged into rods of section size 100 mm×30 mm, then air cooled to
room temperature (RT). Subsequently, the rods were soaked at 1200℃ for 2 h, hot-rolled to 4
mm thick strip in the temperature range of 1150-850℃, and ﬁnally air cooled to room
temperature (RT).
Table 6.1: Chemical composition of the three experimental steels (in wt%).
Steel

C

Mn

Al

Fe

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-2Al

0.22

11.2

1.95

86.63

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-4Al

0.18

11.02

3.81

84.99

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-6Al

0.21

10.75

6.08

82.96
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We recently demonstrated that austenite reverted transformation (ART) annealing heat
treatment [225, 240] (where the steel is accelerated cooled in water after austenization, then
intercriticaly annealed for a long time and finally air cooled to room temperature) used for
medium-Mn steels is not applicable to the experimental steels studied here. The underlying
reason is that long annealing time renders austenite too stable and weakens the TRIP effect.
Thus, quenching and tempering (Q&T) was envisioned by us as an alternative and effective heat
treatment [241-243]. The as-hot-rolled sheets were subjected to Q&T heat treatment, as
described previously [231]. The steels were annealed in the intercritical temperature range for 1
h, followed by immediate quenching in water to room temperature followed by tempering at
200℃ for 20 min and air cooling to ambient temperature. Tempering relieves internal stresses. It
was demonstrated by us [243] that carbon diffuses from ferrite to austenite during tempering,
which enhances the stability of austenite, leading to superior ductility.
Tensile tests were carried out at room temperature using a universal testing machine
(SANSCMT5000) at a constant crosshead speed of 3 mm·min−1. The specimens of dimensions
12.5 mm width and gage length 50 mm were machined from the heat-treated sheets with tensile
axis parallel to the rolling direction. The samples were etched with 25% sodium bisulfite
solution. Microstructural examination was carried out using optical microscope (OM), scanning
electron microscope (SEM). The volume fraction of austenite was determined by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using CuKα radiation and involved the use of integrated intensities of (200)α
and (211)α peaks and those of (200)γ, (220)γ and (311)γ peaks. The volume fraction of austenite
VA was calculated using equation [244]:
VA = 1.4Iγ / (Iα + 1.4Iγ)

(1)

where Iγ is the integrated intensity of austenite and Iα is the integrated intensity of α-phase.
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Furthermore, the macroscale deformation during tensile experiments was studied by
examining the tip of the fracture surface via TEM after making electron transparent foils from
the tensile deformed region. We also conducted nanoscale deformation experiments using
nanoindenter for the following reasons [245-250]. In nanoindentation, the indenter tip (20 nm
radius in our case) is too small to produce a highly stressed volume beneath the indenter. The
fundamental processes underlying discrete deformation in a small volume of the material is
envisaged to have a low probability of encountering pre-existing dislocations prior to the
commencement of plastic deformation. Furthermore, the tested volume is scalable with respect to
the microstructure [245,246]. Moreover, the nanoindentation approach enables phase
transformation and microstructural evolution to be studied through the analysis of nanoscale
deformation data (load-displacement plots) combined with post-mortem electron microscopy of
the plastically deformed region.
Given that the nanoindents were to be subsequently examined by TEM for studying
deformation mechanisms and associated microstructural evolution, the following procedure was
adopted. First, 3 mm disks were punched from the experimental steels. To ensure that the
nanoindents were distributed along the thin area of the disk for examination via TEM, a
modification of twin-jet electropolishing was developed and is described in detail elsewhere
[250]. In brief, the disks were partially jet electropolished in a refrigerated electrolyte of 10%
perchloric acid in acetic acid at 25 V for ~30 s to obtain a shining surface in the center part of the
3 mm disk, prior to nanoindentation experiments.
The partially polished disk were subjected to nanoindentation experiments in
displacement-controlled mode at strain rates in the range of 0.05-1/s. The maximum
displacement was set to 200 nm. The nanoindenter system (Keysight Technologies) consisted of
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a Berkovich three-sided pyramidal diamond indenter with a nominal angle of 65.3o and indenter
tip radius of 20 nm. An array of indents of matrix 12×12 was defined with the indent gap of 10
µm. After the indentation experiments, the disks were removed from the mount and final
electropolishing was carried out only from the side opposite to the indented surface. Using this
procedure, the area surrounding the indents, which is present along the final jet-polished hole,
was electron transparent to study the deformation behavior using a TEM (Hitachi H7600, 200
kV). A schematic illustration of the experimental procedure including sample preparation for
nanoindentation experiments and subsequent examination of the plastic zone by TEM is
presented in Scheme 6.1.
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Scheme 6.1. (a) Schematic illustration of experimental jet-polishing procedure for
nanoindentation experiments, and (b) nanoindentation performed in the center of a austenite
grain [250].
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Prior to nanoindentation experiments, we ran a compliance calibration for the set-up and the tip
was calibrated using fused silica provided with the instrument and making calculations from the
load, displacement, and stiffness data.
The data presented in the manuscript was carefully analyzed and checked for excellent
reproducibility of the “deformation data” and “indentation-induced deformation structures”.
6.3

Microstructure
We first describe the microstructure prior to describing the deformation behavior. The

microstructure of 2Al-, 4Al- and 6Al-steels are presented in Figures 6.1a, b and c, respectively.
In the case of 2Al steel, the microstructural constituents consisted of acicular α-ferrite (α-F) and
austenite (A) as the dominant phase. In 4Al steel, because of higher Al concentration, δ-ferrite
(δ-F) was obtained. As shown in Fig. 1b, the microstructural constituents consisted of δ-ferrite,
α-ferrite and austenite. In contrast, the microstructure of 6Al steel consisted mainly of austenite
and δ-ferrite stripes, and α-ferrite was absent. Thus, δ-ferrite content increased with increase in
Al-content, considering that Al is a ferrite stabilizer.
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Figure 6.1. Micrographs of three steels. (a) 2Al steel, (b) 4 Al steel, and (c) 6 Al steel [231].
The variation in the volume fraction of ferrite (F) and austenite (A) in 2Al, 4Al and 6Al
steels obtained from XRD is summarized in Fig. 6.2. 2Al steel had the highest austenite fraction
of 83%. The volume fraction of ferrite and austenite in 4Al-steel was 36% and 64%,
respectively. 6Al steel had the highest δ-ferrite fraction of 54%.
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Figure 6.2. Measured ferrite and austenite fraction in 2 Al, 4 Al, and 6 Al steels.

6.4

Mechanical properties
Engineering strain-stress plots of steels with different Al- content are presented in Figure

6.3 and mechanical properties are summarized in Table. 2. It may be noted that 2Al steel had a
very high UTS of 1400 MPa, while 4Al steel (735MPa) and 6Al steel (650 MPa) had low tensile
strength. Furthermore, 6Al steel had an excellent TE of 65% in relation to 2Al steel (32%) and
4Al steel (37%). Comparing the three steels (2Al, 4Al and 6Al steels), it is clear that the ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) decreased with increase in Al content, while total elongation (TE)
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increased with increased in Al content. We know that tensile strength of steels depends on the
volume fraction of phases [251-254].

Figure 6.3. Engineering stress-strain curves of 2 Al, 4 Al, and 6 Al steels.

Table 6.2. Summary of tensile properties of experimental steels.
UTS, MPa
TE, %
PSE, GPa%
2Al steel
1400
32
44.8
4Al steel
735
37
27.2
6Al steel
650
65
42.3
UTS-ultimate tensile strength, TE-total elongation, PSE- product of strength and elongation.
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According to the XRD results, the original austenite fraction in 2Al steel was ~83%, and
was only ~35% retained after tensile fracture. Thus, the transformation ratio of austenite during
tensile deformation was ~58%. The original austenite volume fraction in 4Al steel and 6Al steel
was 64% and 46%, respectively. The TRIP effect depends on the amount of retained austenite.
2Al steel with 83% austenite fraction had stronger TRIP effect and higher ultimate tensile
strength. Thus, UTS is determined by the austenite fraction and TRIP effect.
As shown in Figure 6.2, 2Al steel had highest austenite content and 6Al steel had the
lowest austenite content. Moreover, 2Al steel had lowest TE and 6Al steel had highest TE among
the three steels. The underlying reasons for the variation in tensile properties are elucidated by
studying their deformation behavior.
6.5

Working hardening behavior during tensile deformation
It is pertinent to briefly describe and compare the work-hardening behavior of different

steels (Figure 6.4). It is clear that the general trend or behavior of the three steels was similar.
The three steels were characterized by three stages of work hardening rate (WH). In the first
stage, WH decreased with strain, and then increased and was nearly constant (4Al steel and 6Al
steel) or decreased slightly (2Al-steel) (stage 2). In the third stage, WH decreased with strain
(stage 3). Based on the recent studies [255-262], the increase in WH with tensile strain, in stage 2
is attributed to TRIP effect. While stages 1 and 3 is associated with the deformation of ferrite.
The fluctuating behavior in stage 3 is related to discontinuous TRIP effect caused by austenite
with different degree of stability [232].
In stage 2, the increase in WH with strain was a consequence of TRIP effect, when austenite
is transformed to martensite. In Figure 6.4, εM is the true strain and corresponds to the
commencement of martensite transformation.
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Figure 6.4. Work hardening rate of 2 Al, 4 Al, and 6 Al steels. (S1: stage 1, S2: stage 2, S3:
stage 3).
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The value of εM for 2Al, 4Al and 6Al steels was 0.015, 0.072 and 0.165, respectively. Thus,
it is inferred that martensite transformation takes place at a later time with the increase in Alcontent (see next section on nanoscale deformation). Thus, it is clear that the increase in Alcontent delays the commencement of TRIP effect and hence delays the onset of necking, leading
to higher total elongation.
As shown in Fig. 6.2, the ferrite fraction increased with increase in Al-content. When the
Al-content was increased to 4%, because of higher Al concentration, δ-ferrite was obtained
(Figs. 6.1b and c), and with further increase in Al-content to 6%, a large amount of δ-ferrite was
obtained. The martensitic transformation leads to volume expansion, which results in plastic
deformation of δ-ferrite, thereby invoking relaxation and transfer of local stress, and contributes
to additional strain. Thus, ductility increased with the increase in Al-content, which is primarily
associated with the delayed TRIP effect and the cooperative deformation of δ-ferrite.
6.6

Microstructural evolution during tensile deformation
TEM micrographs of 2Al-, 4Al- and 6Al- steels obtained from the vicinity of the fracture

surface are presented in Fig. 6.5. 2Al- TRIP steel indicated the presence of austenite and fine
lath-type martensite (Fig. 6.5a). 4Al- TRIP steel consisted of relatively more lath martensite (Fig.
6.5b). In comparision to 2Al- TRIP steel, the dislocation density present in austenite of 4AlTRIP steel appeared to be greater and the deformation induced martensite was relatively fine. In
6Al-TRIP steel, in addition to strain-induced martensite and dislocations in austenite (Fig. 6.5c),
mechanical twinning (Fig. 6.5d) was also noted. We know that dislocation slip enhances
elongation (ductility) [252, 253] and high elongation or ductility can be achieved via TRIP effect
[254], which can be increased by TWIP effect [232, 255].
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Figure 6.5. Transmission electron micrographs of tensile deformed region in the vicinity of the
fracture surface. (a) 2 Al-steel, (b) 4 Al-steel and (c, d) 6 Al-steel.
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In 2Al- TRIP steel, strain-induced martensite (Fig. 5a) was evolved in the austenite matrix
of 2Al-steel during tensile deformation. According to the XRD results (Fig. 6.2), the initial
austenite content in 2Al- steel was ~83%, and only ~35% was left after they tensile test. In 2Alsteel, the TRIP effect was responsible for 32% elongation. In 4Al- steel, a high content of
austenite was transformed to martensite (Fig. 6.5b). Considering high dislocation density was
present in austenite in 4Al- steel after fracture. This implied that signiﬁcant dislocation slip
activity must have taken place during tensile deformation such that 40% elongation in 4Al-steel
was a contribution of TRIP effect and cooperative dislocation slip. Strain induced martensite and
dislocations in austenite were noted in 6Al-steel. We know that martensitic transformation
produces volume expansion, leading to plastic deformation of δ-ferrite, contributing to further
strain [256]. Interestingly, twinning occurred (Fig. 6.5d) that was confirmed by the diffraction
pattern (Fig. 6.4e). Mechanical twinning restricts deformation and hence delays the initiation of
neck resulting in high elongation. Combining work hardening (Fig. 6.4) and TEM micrographs
of tensile deformed region (Fig. 6.5). We conclude that both TRIP and TWIP effects were
responsible for high elongation of 65% in 6Al- steel in conjunction with the cooperative
deformation of δ-ferrite.
6.7

Nanoscale Deformation Experiments
The three experimental steels were subjected to depth-sensing nanoindentation

experiments at a loading rate of 2 µN/s. Representative load-displacement plots are presented in
Fig. 6.6. The plots presented in Figure 6.6 represent the data that was observed on repeated
experimentation and are therefore truly indicative of the behavior of a particular steel. In each of
the plots in Figure 6.6, the first point (indicated by) defines the discontinuity and deviation from
the Hertzian relationship (see below). A number of observations can be made from the load-
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displacement plots (Figure 6.6). The load-displacement plot derived from the Hertzian
relationship (broken lines in Figure 6.6) for all the three steels indicated distinct displacement
bursts (pop-ins) with the first one occurring at a displacement of ~17 nm for 2Al- steel, ~25 nm
for 4Al- steel and ~50 nm for 6Al- steel. The loading data prior to the first pop-in is described by
power law relationship (P~h1.5) consistent with the Hertzian elastic contact solution [260, 261].
4
P = E* Rh1.5
3

(3)

where P is the applied load, E* is the effective indentation modulus, R is the radius of the
Berkovich indenter tip, and h is the corresponding indentation depth. The effective indentation
modulus is also related to the Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratios, ν, of the sample and the
indenter via [263]:
 1 −  s2 1 −  i2
E* = 
+
 Es
Ei







−1

(4)

The subscripts i and s refer to the indenter and sample, respectively.
On utilizing the isotropic elastic constant for TRIP steel (Es=187 GPa and νs=0.3 [258])
and Ei=1141 GPa and νi=0.07 for the diamond indenter tip [261], a value of effective indentation
modulus of E*=174 GPa was obtained. Hertzian analysis of the data from the elastic region of
steels with varying Al-content in Figure 6.7 gives similar E* in the range of ~145-160 GPa and is
agreement with the value reported in the literature. The region before the first discontinuity or
pop-in is elastic and later plastic.
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Figure 6.6. Representative load-displacement plots for 2-Al, 4-Al, and 6-Al steels acquired via
nanoindentation experiments in the load-controlled mode with a Berkovich indenter of radius 20
nm (maximum load of 0.5 mN) and loading rate of 2 µN/s.
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The maximum shear stress at the first pop-in was determined using τmax = 0.31p0, where
[262],
 6PE*2
p0 =  3 2
  R


1/ 3





(5)

in accordance with the standard Hertzian analysis, the τmax was determined to be in the range of
~3-5 GPa for all the steel samples using Equation 5 and the load at the first pop-in observed in
the load-displacement plot. The measured τmax was ~1/24th of the theoretical shear modulus of
TRIP steel at ~72 GPa [262] and was within the range for the theoretical strength of
polycrystalline metals (~G/30 to ~G/5) [263]. In nanoindentation, stresses can approach the
theoretical strength of the material [261, 264]. Considering the radius of the indenter tip (20 nm)
and the maximum displacement of ~90 nm (Figure 6.6), we are examining here a small volume
of the material that is initially essentially defect-free. When the radius of the indenter tip is small
to produce a highly stressed region surrounding the tip that is smaller than the average spacing
between dislocation (~500-800 nm), then there is a low probability that the highly stressed
volume beneath the indenter contains a preexisting dislocation. Under these conditions, for
plastic deformation to occur, the magnitude of the applied stress should be high enough to
nucleate a dislocation, and a pop-in will be observed. Thus, the first pop-in event in all the three
steels corresponds to the nucleation of dislocations and is expected to occur when the τmax
approaches the theoretical value, τtheo. [250].
The multiple pop-ins in 2Al-steel is indicative of the different stages in strain-induced
martensite transformation [264], where the slope of the second and third pop-in is greater than
the slope prior to the first pop-in. Also, after every pop-in, the slope was increased, implying
increase in the degree of austenite-to-martensite transformation. These slopes are similar to those
recorded for the formation of martensite phase and pop-in event is consistent with the recent
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observations of plateau in the load-displacement plot observed during transformation of austenite
to martensite phase in stainless [250] and TRIP-assisted multiphase steels [264]. It is relevant to
mention here that a detailed study by TEM in the close proximity of indentation indicated
martensite formation (and also twinning in 6Al-steel), while regions some distance away from
the indenter remained austenite. Furthermore, for the pop-in to be associated with nucleationcontrolled martensite formation, which occurs swiftly, the indenter tip must react at an
exceedingly higher rate than the experimental loading rate of 2 μN/s during the phase
transformation to maintain a constant loading rate, which produces pop-in [264]. Thus, based on
the above discussion, the initial displacement burst is related to first generation of dislocations,
while the latter pop-ins in are associated with austenite-to-martensite formation. Another view
point is that pop-in associated with martensite formation represents geometrical softening
induced by the martensite variant selection that minimizes the total energy during austenite-tomartensite formation [264]. Mechanical twinning can also cause twin variant selection, however,
unlike martensite formation, nano-twins observed lacks significant distortion of the lattice such
that the concept of geometrical softening is not applicable.
Third, with increase in Al-content, the first pop-in for the three experimental steels
occurs at higher displacement. This behavior is consistent with the work hardening Fig. 6.4,
which indicated that the true strain for commencement of martensitic transformation was 0.015,
0.072 and 0.165 for 2Al, 4Al and 6Al steel respectively.
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Figure 6.7. Representative transmission electron micrographs illustrating strain-induced
martensite in the plastic zone surrounding the indentation after the indentation experiments at a
loading rate of 2 µN/s for 2 Al-steel.
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Figure 6.8. Representative transmission electron micrographs illustrating strain-induced
martensite in the plastic zone surrounding the indentation after the indentation experiments at a
loading rate of 2 µN/s for 4 Al-steel.
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Figure 6.9. Representative transmission electron micrographs illustrating strain-induced
martensite in the plastic zone surrounding the indentation after the indentation experiments at a
loading rate of 2 µN/s for 6 Al-steel.
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Figures 6.7-6.9 summarizes the evolution of microstructure for the experimental steel. In
all the three experimental steels, nucleation of strain-induced martensite was an active
deformation mechanism, besides heavy dislocation tangles. The strain-induced nucleation of
martensite prevents localization of strain and thereby enhances ductility. In contrast to 2Al- and
4Al-, in 6Al-steel besides strain-induced martensite, twinning was also observed, such that
strain-induced martensite and twinning both contributes to the excellent ductility of 6Al steel.
In regard, to the additional deformation mechanism (twinning) in 6Al steel (Figure 6.9),
this can be described in terms of the interplay between austenite stability and stacking fault
energy via the effect of Al content. Deformation twinning and strain-induced martensite are
microstructurally similar, i.e., both of them involve diffusionless shear of a constrained plateshaped region in the parent crystal, but differ from each other such that the latter is driven by a
chemical free energy change.
In summary, we have provided evidence that in medium-Mn TRIP steels with high Alcontent, both TRIP and TWIP are the deformation mechanisms and are together responsible for
the observed high ductility of 6Al steel. Thus, ductility in medium-Mn steels depends on the
metastability of the austenite and is affected by Al-content and consequent stacking fault energy.
Moreover, the differences in the deformation mechanisms of three experimental steels are
distinctly reflected in the force-displacement plots and attributed to differences in austenitic
stability and stacking fault energy (see below) associated with the content of aluminium in steel.
Stacking fault energy (SFE) is an important factor in understanding the deformation
mechanism in TWIP/TRIP steels. For instance, the occurrence of mechanical twinning and
austenite-to-martensite transformation during deformation depends on SFE together with change
in Gibbs free energy. The transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) (austenite-to-martensite
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transformation or strain-induced martensite) suggested to be dominant when the SFE is less than
20 mJ/m2, which is approximately two times of austenite/martensite interfacial energy [265, 266]
and when the SFE is greater than 20 mJ/m2, mechanical twinning (referred as TWIP- twining
induced plasticity) is the dominant deformation process. SFE changes with the alloy content
(Mn, Al, C, Si) and temperature. It is reported that at higher SFE (generally more than 50 mJ/m2
with high Mn content or higher temperature) dislocation cell structure dominates [267].
Previous studies on the effect of Al [258, 260-262] indicated that stacking fault energy
increases linearly with Al-content. In Fe-22Mn-XAl-0.6C alloy system, SFE increased 5 mJ/m2
for each 1 wt% addition of Al (0-6 wt%) [265] and in Fe-18Mn-XAl-0.6C alloy system, SFE
increased 8.72 mJ/m2 for 1 wt% of Al content (0-4 wt%) [269]. It is also reported that at low
strain, planar glide dominated the deformation regardless of SFE [265]. With increase of SFE,
the critical stress required for deformation twinning became higher, which delays twinning.
When the SFE is more than twice of austenite-martensite interfacial energy, glide of Shockley
partial dislocations occurs on different {111} glide plane, which makes extrinsic stacking fault
formation as the origin of the mechanical twinning and suppresses TRIP effect. In conclusion,
planar glide exists during the early stages of plastic deformation (low strain) and with increased
SFE, mechanical twinning occurs and austenite/martensite transformation (TRIP) is greatly
suppressed such that TRIP effect disappears and TWIP dominates. At extremely high SFE (~110
mJ/m2), neither TWIP nor TRIP occurs and is replaced by shear band-induced plasticity (SIP)
[270].
We now calculate the SFE for the three experimental steels based on the thermodynamic
model proposed earlier [271]. The SFE can be calculated as:
 SFE = n (G  − + E str ) + 2  /

(6)
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where ρ is the planar atomic density of {111} fcc for pure Fe (2.95 ×105 mol/m2), △Gγ-α is the
chemical Gibbs free energy difference between austenite (γ) and martensite (ε), Estr is the strain
energy associated with the transformation and σγ/ε is the interfacial energy between γ-austenite
and ε-martensite, which varies from 5-15 mJ/m2 for Fe-Mn-X alloy system we here use 10
mJ/m2.
Table 6.3: Free energy differences and interaction parameter differences between austenite and
martensite phases.

Fe

Free Energy Difference (△G−)
-822+1.7t+2.2E-3T2

Mn
Al
C

Interaction Parameter (△Ω−)
Fe(Fe)
-10836+22886XMn
1780
Fe(Mn)
Fe(Al)
3323
Fe(C)
42500

3970-1.666T
5481.04-1.799T
-24595.12

For △Gγ-α, a regular solution model was used and was confirmed to closely match with
Fe-Mn-C-Al alloy system [265, 267, 271]:
 −
G  − =X Fe GFe
+  X i Gi − +  X Fe X i Fe−(i )

(7)

where Xi is the atomic fraction of solute element i (C, Mn, Al), and the summation accounts for
all the alloying elements, which in our study includes C, Mn, and Al. The Gibbs free energy
change for γ-ε transformation and interaction energy parameter for iron-based solid solution
model, △Ωγ-ε, can be calculated from:
Gi − = Gi0 − Gi0

（8）

Fe−(i ) =  0Fe (i ) −  0Fe (i )

（9）

Using thermodynamic data from the commonly accepted thermodynamic data CALPHAD
(Table 3) [272] we can obtain SFE for the experimental steels, which are 18 mJ/m2 for 2Al-steel,
32 mJ/m2 for 4Al-steel and 51 mJ/m2 for 6Al-steel.
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6.8

Conclusions
We fundamentally explored here the deformation behavior of Fe-0.2C-11Mn-(2-6) Al

TRIP steels via macroscale (tensile deformation) and nanoscale (nanoindentation) experiments.
The increase in Al-content in the TRIP steels from 2Al- to 6Al- led to decrease in tensile strength
and increase in elongation. The increased elongation with increase in Al-content was governed
by increased in the fraction of ferrite besides contribution of TRIP and TWIP effect. In 6Alsteel, the contribution of cooperative deformation of δ-ferrite cannot be ignored. In contrast to
2Al- and 4Al- steel, twinning was also observed in conjunction to strain-induced martensite. The
change in deformation mechanism from TRIP in 2Al- and 4Al- steels to combination of TRIP
and TWIP in 6Al steel is attributed to increase in stacking fault energy (SFE) with increase in
Al-content such that austenite is more stable. Post-mortem examination of tensile deformed and
nanoscale deformed steels through electron microscopy were consistent in terms of change in
deformation mechanism with increase in Al- content. Moreover, the nanoscale deformation
experiments provided insight on the effect of Al-content on austenite stability in medium-Mn
transformation induced plasticity steels, which is expected to potentially enable cost-effect alloy
design with high strength-high ductility condition. The difference in mechanical properties of the
experimental TRIP steels was reflected in the fracture behavior.
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Chapter 7
Strain Rate Sensitivity of Aluminum-containing Transformation-Induced Plasticity Steels:
Interplay between TRIP and TWIP Effects
Summary
The primary objective of the study is to elucidate the effect of strain rate on the deformation
behavior of Al-containing transformation-induced plasticity steels (TRIP) via combination of
depth-sensing nanoindentation experiments and post-mortem analyses of deformed steels using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The strain rate sensitivity decreased with increased Alcontent. The activation volume of 2Al-steel was ~ half (6 b3) of 6Al-steel (11 b3), where b is the
magnitude of the Burgers vector. The strain rate influenced the evolution of strain-induced
martensite (TRIP effect), dislocation slip and deformation twinning (TWIP effect). The interplay
between TRIP and TWIP effects as a function n of strain rate is analyzed and discussed in terms
of the three internal energies, namely γ→α (austenite→martensite) transformation Gibbs free
energy, strain energy and stacking fault energy. These were impacted by the Al-content of the
steels, which altered the austenite stability and propensity to deformation twinning. The study
provides insights into the design of next generation of TRIP steels for the fabrication of
automotive components.
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7.1

Introduction
Automotive industry continues to demand high performance materials that are formable

and facilitate ease of manufacture of automotive components and can withstand impact during
the collision. Additionally, from the view point of energy conservation and environmental
protection, high strength-high ductility combination and light-weight materials are preferred in
the automotive industry. Thus, the current focus is on advanced high strength and low density
steels to reduce vehicle weight, and increased passenger safety. Transformation-induced
plasticity (TRIP) steels have the potential to exhibit excellent combination of specific strength
and ductility [273-275]. During plastic deformation, the retained austenite phase is transformed
to martensite contributing to increased work hardening and enhancing the ductility. To obtain
low density, light elements such as aluminum and magnesium are being added to TRIP steels.
However, the presence of metastable retained austenite in the microstructure can lead to a
complex mechanical behavior as compared to stable phases. A number of studies [276-279] have
proven that aluminum added to medium-Mn (5-12%) TRIP steels can facilitate the
aforementioned desired properties to be obtained. For instance, Fe-5Mn-0.2C (wt.%) steel was
characterized by both high tensile strength (850-950 MPa) and high ductility (20-30%) [276].
Similarly, high tensile strength (1018 MPa) and high elongation (31%) was obtained in Fe-7Mn0.1C (wt.%) steel [277]. High tensile strength of 1420 MPa and elongation of 31% was obtained
in Fe-7Mn-0.2C (wt.%) steel [278]. On the other hand, steel containing 1.5 wt% Al (Fe-10Mn0.14C-1.5Al) exhibited tensile strength of 1095 MPa and elongation of 42% [279].
Studies on strain rate effects are currently limited, particularly in steels that contain Al.
Bleck and Schael [280] and Van Slyeken et al. [281] illustrated increased work hardening with
increased strain rate with the ability for high energy absorption. However, the observations made
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by of Pychmintsev et al. [282] were in striking contrast to those made by Beck and Schael [280]
and Van Slyeken et al [281]. Thus, the strain rate effects continue to be unclear and require
attention.
We recently studied factors that govern structure-property relationship in hot-rolled and
cold-rolled medium-Mn TRIP steels containing Al [283,284]. In sequel to the previous studies,
we elucidate have the impact of strain rate in Al-containing TRIP steels on the mechanical
stability of austenite and solid-state phase transformation of austenite into martensite, and
discuss the behavior in terms of Gibbs energy, strain energy and stacking fault energy.
7.2

Experimental: Materials and Methods
The nominal chemical composition of experimental steels with different Al-content is

listed in Table 1 and the processing of steels is described elsewhere [283,284]. In brief, 40 kg
experimental steel ingots were cast in a vacuum induction furnace. Subsequently, these ingots
were heated at 1200℃ for 2 h, hot forged into rods of section size 100 mm×30 mm and air
cooled to room temperature. Next, the forged rods were soaked at 1200℃ for 2 h, hot-rolled to 4
mm thick strip in the temperature range of 1150-850℃, and air cooled to room temperature.
Table 7.1: Chemical composition of the three experimental steels (in wt%).
Steel

C

Mn

Al

Fe

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-2Al

0.22

11.2

1.95

86.63

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-4Al

0.18

11.02

3.81

84.99

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-6Al

0.21

10.75

6.08

82.96

The as-hot-rolled sheets were subjected to quenching and tempering heat treatment instead
of austenite reverted transformation for reasons discussed elsewhere [285-288]. They were first
annealed in the intercritical temperature range for 1 h, followed by quenching in water to room
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temperature. Subsequently, the quenched samples were tempered at 200℃ for 20 min and air
cooled to ambient temperature. During tempering, carbon diffuses from ferrite to austenite and is
expected to increase the stability of austenite, providing superior ductility.
To study the microstructure, the samples were etched with 25% sodium bisulfite solution
and examined using optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). Tensile
properties are revisited here. Room temperature tensile tests were conducted on specimens of
dimensions 12.5 mm width and gage length of 50 mm at a constant crosshead speed of 3
mm·min-1. The tensile specimens were machined from the heat-treated steel with tensile axis
parallel to the rolling direction. The volume fraction of austenite phase was determined by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using CuKα radiation and involved the use of integrated intensities of (200)α
and (211)α peaks and those of (200)γ, (220)γ and (311)γ peaks. The volume fraction of austenite
VA was estimated using equation [282]:
VA = 1.4Iγ / (Iα + 1.4Iγ)

(1)

where Iγ is the integrated intensity of austenite and Iα is the integrated intensity of α-phase.
Strain rate experiments were conducted using nanoindenter for the following reasons [290295]. In nanoindentation experiments, the diameter of the indenter tip (20 nm) is very small to
produce a highly-stressed volume beneath the indenter. During nanoscale deformation
experiment, the fundamental deformation-induced processes in a small volume of the material
has a low probability of encountering pre-existing dislocations prior to the nanoscale
deformation. Intriguingly, nanoscale deformation experiments enable us to study phase
transformation and evolution of microstructure via post-mortem electron microscopy of the
plastically deformed region [295].
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Keeping in mind that the plastically deformed region surrounding the indentation was to be
subsequently examined by TEM, the approach adopted consisted of the following steps. In the
first step, the 3 mm disks were punched from the experimental steels that were initially thinned
to ~ 35-40 μm thickness. To ensure that the nanoindents were present along the thin area of the
disk for study via TEM, a modification of twin-jet electropolishing developed by our group was
adopted and is illustrated elsewhere [295]. The second step involved partially jet electropolishing
of the 3 mm disks in a refrigerated electrolyte consisting of 10% perchloric acid in acetic acid at
25 V for ~30 s to obtain a shining surface in the center part of the 3 mm disk, prior to
nanoindentation experiments. Next, the electropolished disks were subjected to nanoindentation
experiments in displacement-controlled mode at strain rates in the range of 0.01-1/s. The
maximum displacement was set to 200 nm. The nanoindenter system (Keysight Technologies)
consisted of a Berkovich three-sided pyramidal diamond indenter with a nominal angle of 65.3o
and indenter tip diameter of 20 nm. An array of indentation (12×12) were made with the indent
gap of 20 µm. Once the indentation experiment was complete, the disks were removed from the
mount and final jet polishing was carried out from the side opposite to the indented surface to
minimize the electropolishing away of the indents. Using this developed approach, the area
surrounding the indentation, which is present around the final jet-polished hole, was electron
transparent to study the deformation behavior at different strain rates using TEM (Hitachi
H7600, 200 kV). A schematic illustration of the experimental procedure including sample
preparation for nanoindentation experiments and subsequent examination of the plastic zone
surrounding the indentation by TEM is reproduced here in Fig. 7.1.
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Figure 7.1. (a) Schematic illustration of experimental jet-polishing procedure
for nanoindentation experiments, and (b) nanoindentation performed in the center of
an austenite grain.
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Small indentations are expected to have a strain-gradient distribution within the plastic zone
surrounding the indentation. Thus, the aim was to focus on obtaining the specifics of deformed
structure by TEM from the center of the plastic zone of each of the experimental steels. Here the
electron beam and/or sample is moved in small steps from the region close to the tip of the
indenter to the area where the deformation was almost absent. This procedure enables us to
locate the approximate center of the plastic zone. Thus, the evolution of deformation structure
described below can be assumed to be the area from a region close to the center of the plastic
zone. The displacement for the three experimental steels at the strain rates studied was in the
narrow range of ~150-200 nm. A number of experiments were carried out at each strain rate,
followed by post-mortem analysis by TEM. The data was carefully analyzed and confirmed for
reproducibility of the “deformation data (i.e., strain rate data)” and “indentation-induced
deformation structures”. Furthermore, during post-mortem TEM analysis, the primary focus was
on studying the deformation of austenite in terms of TRIP and TWIP effects.
7.3

Microstructure and Tensile properties
We first summarize the microstructure and tensile properties of the steels (Fig. 7.2). The

microstructure of 2Al-steel consisted of acicular α-ferrite (α-F) with austenite (A) as the primary
or major phase. In 4Al-steel, the higher Al-content in steel led to the presence of δ-ferrite (δ-F),
such that the microstructure of 4Al-steel consisted of δ-ferrite, α-ferrite and austenite. On the
other hand, the microstructure of 6Al-steel consisted of austenite and stripes of δ-ferrite and αferrite was absent in 6-Al steel. Thus, content of δ-ferrite was increased with increase in Alcontent, consistent with the fact that Al is a ferrite stabilizer.
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Figure 7.2. SEM micrographs illustrating the microstructure of the three TRIP steels. (a)2Al
steel, (b) 4Al steel, and (c) 6Al steel [231].
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The ferrite (F) and austenite (A) contents in the three steels as measured from X-ray
diffraction measurements is summarized in Table 2. 2Al-steel had maximum austenite content of
~ 83%, while ferrite and austenite content in 4Al-steel was ~ 36% and ~ 64%, respectively.
Maximum δ-ferrite content of 54% was present in 6Al-steel. Also, presented in Table 2, are
austenite and ferrite contents after tensile fracture. Thus, 2Al-steel had maximum percentage of
austenite and 6Al-steel had lowest austenite content, prior to tensile fracture.
Table 7.2: Measured ferrite and austenite fraction in 2 Al, 4 Al, and 6 Al steels.
Phase fraction, %

Steel

Austenite

Ferrite

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-2Al

83

17

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-4Al

64

36

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-6Al

46

54

The mechanical properties are summarized in Table 7.3. 2Al-steel was characterized by
maximum ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 1400 MPa in comparision to 4Al (735MPa) and
6Al- steels (650 MPa). The tensile elongation (TE ~65%) was maximum for 6Al-steel, and was
less for 2Al (32%) and 4Al (37%) steels. Thus, UTS decreased with increase in Al-content, but
TE was increased with Al-content.
Table 7.3: Summary of tensile properties of experimental steels.
steel

UTS, MPa

TE, %

PSE, GPa%

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-2Al

1400

32

44.8

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-4Al

735

37

27.2

Fe-11Mn-0.2C-6Al

650

65

42.3

UTS-ultimate tensile strength, TE-total elongation, PSE- product of strength and elongation.
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A change in deformation mechanism is expected to be apparent in the strain rate sensitivity
data. Thus, we first briefly illustrate the strain rate sensitivity data derived from the nanoscale
deformation experiments, prior to describing the progress and change in deformation
mechanisms with strain rate and accompanying microstructural evolution.
The steels with different aluminum-content were subjected to depth-sensing nanoscale
deformation experiments at strain rates in the range of 0.01-1 s-1 (0.01, 0.1 and 1 s-1). The
impact of strain rate is best realized in terms of change in hardness, and is summarized in Fig.
7.3. The hardness data obtained from the nanoindentation experiments is an average of at least
10 experimental runs, where the indentation strain rate 𝜀̇ is defined as the displacement rate
(dh/dt) divided by the displacement, and is given by [296]:
𝜀̇ = (1/h) dh/dt

(2)

In equation (2), the displacement rate depends on the maximum displacement depth that
was set at 200 nm. It is concluded from Fig. 7.3 that the dependence of hardness on strain rate
decreased with Al-content i.e., 2Al-steel exhibited maximum strain rate sensitivity among the
three steels. The hardness of 2Al-steel was highest and consistent with room temperature tensile
properties such that the average indentation hardness at the lowest strain rate of 0.01 s-1 was ~3.0
GPa, 3.2 GPa and ~3.4 GPa for 6Al, 4Al and 2Al steels, respectively.
The strain rate sensitivity is given by [297,298]:
m = 3 kT/ vσ = 3 3 kT/ vH

(3)

where m is a non-dimensional strain rate sensitivity index, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
absolute temperature, σ is the flow stress, H is the hardness (which is generally assumed to be
three times the flow stress) and v is the activation volume, which is the rate of decrease of
activation enthalpy with respect to flow stress at a fixed temperature:
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Figure 7.3. Hardness vs. strain rate plots of three TRIP steels obtained using depth-sensing
nanoindentation experiments.
𝜈 = √3𝑘𝑇 (

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜀̇
𝜕𝜎

)

(4)

In equation 4, 𝜀̇ is the strain rate. The strain rate sensitivity parameter m and the activation
volume v provides an insight on the sensitivity of the flow stress to strain rate and may also
provide an indication of the change in the deformation mechanism among the three steels. The
strain rate sensitivity determined from Fig. 6.3 was 0.094, 0.104 and 0.154 for 6Al-, 4Al- and
2A-steel, respectively. The strain rate sensitivity data (~ 0.094-0.154) for the three steels is
higher than the Al-free and low Mn (1.5) TRIP steel (0.089) reported in literature [299], which
indicates that Al-steels with medium-Mn content had higher strain hardening property.
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The presence of thermal drift can influence strain rate sensitivity [300]. In this regard, it is
pertinent to mention that a nanoindenter which uses a continuous stiffness measurement
approach for nanoindentation experiments was used at frequency greater than ~ 40 Hz, and is
therefore less sensitive to thermal drift. However, we cannot rule out small thermal drifts of
~0.05 nm/s. At a drift rate of 0.05 nm/s, the total maximum drift is ~20 nm, which is ~4-5% of
the total displacement (~400-500 nm) and is very small [295]. Based on the above estimates, we
conclude that thermal drift is not expected to significantly influence strain rate sensitivity in our
experiments. Thus, the observed small but consistent differences in ‘m’ among the three steels is
indicative of some differences in the degree and/or nature of deformation mechanisms (straininduced transformation, deformation twinning).
From Figure 7.3 and from the definition of strain rate sensitivity and activation volume
(equation (4)), we obtain activation volume (v) for the three steels. The activation volume for
6Al-steel was ~11 b3, where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and the corresponding
value for 4Al- and 2Al-steels was ~8 b3 and 6 b3, respectively. The small difference in the
activation volume obtained from the strain rate sensitivity data suggests that the effective
contribution of deformation mechanisms operating in the three steels (Fig. 7.3) to strain
hardening (hardness) was not too dissimilar.
7.4

The Evolution of Microstructure and Deformation Mechanisms in Transformation-

induced Plasticity Steels: The Effect of Strain Rate
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Figure 7.4. Summary of TEM observations of the morphologies of the plastic zone surrounding the
indentation after indentation experiments with various strain rates for 2Al steel. (a) 0.01 s-1, (b) 0.1s-1, (c)
1 s-1. (M1-strain-induced martensite, D-dislocation)
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Figure 7.5. Summary of TEM observations of the morphologies of the plastic zone surrounding the
indentation after indentation experiments with various strain rates for 4Al steel. (a) 0.01 s-1, (b) 0.1s-1, (c)
1 s-1. (M2-strain-induced martensite, D-dislocation)
Transmission electron microscopy studies carried out in the near-center of the plastic zone
(indentation plastic strain of ~0.05, according to the theoretical estimate) of three steels with
different Al-content at different strain rates are summarized in Fig. 7.4-7.6. Lath-type martensite
was observed in all the three steels and martensite was confirmed by the selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern in the inset of Fig. 7.4a. The lath martensite is strain-induced
martensite because of the TRIP effect. Dislocations were present in strain-induced martensite
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and in the untransformed austenite. However, the morphology and diffraction pattern of straininduced martensite and dislocations in the three steels at identical strain rate was different for the
three steels. In 2Al-steel, the width of the strain-induced lath martensite (M1) was less and had a
lower density of dislocations. While in 4Al-steel, the strain-induced martensite (M2) was
significantly increased and the lath morphology was well defined even at low strain rate and the
width of lath was appreciably more. The dislocation density in 4Al-steel was higher. In the case
of 6Al steel, the strain-induced martensite (M3) had a high density of dislocations and M3
revealed the widest lath among the three steels. An analysis of diffraction pattern in the inset of
Fig. 7.6a1 indicated that M3 had a Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship, i.e.,
(101)[111]M ∥(111)[011] , with the austenite matrix. While the K-S orientation relationship

between M2 and austenite matrix in 4Al-steel, was weak. In 2Al-steel, there was no obvious K-S
orientation relationship with the austenite matrix. Based on the theory of γ↔α transformation
[294-296], M1 is most likely to form via diffusional transformation for which the γ→α
transformation Gibbs free energy is high. Whereas, M2 and M3 correspond to the diffusionless
shear transformation, which is instantaneous shear from austenite-to-martensite with low γ→α
transformation Gibbs free energy, with 6Al-steel having the lowest γ→α transformation Gibbs
free energy. The differences between strain-induced martensite of three steels at a constant strain
rate is presumably related to increase in the Al-content of steel, which introduces corresponding
decrease in γ→α transformation Gibbs free energy. An interesting phenomenon that was
observed only in 6Al-steel was the presence of sharp stripes. The stripes appeared white in bright
field image (Fig. 7.6a2 and 7.6b2), and the contrast was reversed in dark field image (Fig. 7.6a3
and
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Figure 7.6. Summary of TEM observations of the morphologies of the plastic zone surrounding the
indentation after indentation experiments with various strain rates for 6Al steel. (a) 0.01 s-1, (b) 0.1s-1, (c)
1 s-1. (M3-strain-induced martensite, D-dislocations, T-twin).
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7.6b3). They were confirmed to be deformation twins from the typical feature of austenite twins
in the SAED pattern of Fig. 7.6a3, 7.6b3 and 7.6c3. Meanwhile, the high density of dislocations
surrounding the deformation twins, result from twinning. To further describe the microstructural
evolution, the martensite/austenite ratio (RM), twin/austenite ratio (RT) and dislocation density
(Dd) were statistically analyzed where RM is the ratio of original austenite (Fig. 7.7) transformed
to strain-induced martensite to RT is the ratio of deformatipn twin to the original austenite (Fig.
7.7), and Dd is defined by the total area of dislocation zone in a unit volume. To enhance the
reliability, at least 20 micrographs were assessed for determining RM, RT and Dd, respectively
and the summary of the data is presented in Fig. 7.7. At constant strain rate, with increase in Alcontent, there was a gradual increase in dislocation density (Dd). Similar behavior was observed
for martensite/austenite ratio (RM), except for 6Al-steels. This is because deformation twins were
present in 6Al-steel, which led to decrease of RM, when Al-content was increased from 4 to 6
wt%.
Furthermore, irrespective of the strain rate, as the Al-content was increased, the straininduced lath martensite became wider with increased density of dislocations. When the Alcontent increased to 6 wt%, besides wide strain-induced martensite lath (M3) and dislocations,
deformation twin were also present in 6Al steel at all the three strain rates. Hence, there are three
aspects of microstructural evolution that directly influenced the behavior of TRIP steels, i.e.,
strain-induced martensite, dislocations and deformation twins. It is known that dislocation slip
can effectively improve ductility [297], and excellent elongation can be obtained through the
contribution of TRIP effect [298] and is further enhanced via twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP)
[271,276]. In 2Al-steel, there was strain-induced martensite and some dislocations (Figure 7.4).
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Thus, the strain-induced martensite caused by TRIP effect contributed to the total elongation of
32%.

Figure 7.7. The evolution of strain-induced martensite, twins and dislocations at different Al
contents and strain rates.
In 4Al-steel, the transformation of austenite to martensite changed from diffusional
transformation to diffusionless shear transformation, and relatively more transformed martensite
and high density of dislocations was obtained during transformation of austenite to martensite.
This suggested that signiﬁcant dislocation slip must have occurred during deformation. We
therefore infer that the high elongation of 40% in 4Al-steel was associated with TRIP effect and
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cooperative dislocation slip. While in 6Al-steel, besides the contribution of TRIP effect and
dislocation slip, a high density of deformation twins was also observed (Fig. 7.6). Deformation
twins effectively inhibit deformation and delay the onset of necking, resulting in high total
elongation (TWIP effect). Moreover, the martensitic transformation leads to volume expansion,
which results in plastic deformation of δ-ferrite (Figure 7.2c), which invokes relaxation and
transfer of local stress, and contributes to additional strain [306]. Thus, the deformation
mechanisms in 6Al-steel was a combination of dislocation slip, TRIP effect, and TWIP effect,
influenced by the Al-content. The Al-content is also a critical factor, besides strain rate that
influenced microstructural evolution in the three steels at different strain rates.
Two kinds of austenite-to-martensite transformation modes (M1, M2 and M3), further
demonstrate that the Al-content influenced the austenite stability through change in γ→α
transformation Gibbs free energy. On the other hand, Al content also influences stacking fault
energy (SFE), which results in twinning [307]. The effect of Al-content on austenite stability and
SFE is relevant in influencing deformation mechanisms in transformation-induced plasticity
steels.
From Figs. 7.4-7.6, it can be seen that the microstructural evolution is closely related to
strain rate. At identical Al-content, with increase in strain rate from 0.01 s-1 to 1 s-1, the straininduced martensite was increased together with increase in the width of martensite lath. The RM
and Dd were increased both in 2Al- and 4Al-steels with increased strain rate (Fig. 7.7). In 6Alsteel, the number of deformation twins increased with strain rate (Fig. 7.6), in conjunction with
increase in RT (Fig. 7.7). This indicated that high strain rate promoted deformation twinning.
Furthermore, RM and Dd were more dependent on strain rate with increase in Al-content (Fig.
7.7). This may be because at low Al-content, the high γ→α transformation Gibbs free energy
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made transformation difficult. Thus, at low Al-content (2Al), the 2Al-steel was more strain rate
sensitive than 4Al-and 6Al-steels, consistent with the discussion in section 3.1. While at identical
Al-content, the dislocation density, strain-induced martensite and/or deformation twins gradually
increased with increase in strain rate from 0.01 s-1 to 1 s-1, which indicated that strain energy at
different strain rates is another critical factor influencing the deformation mechanisms.
7.5

The Relationship between TRIP/TWIP Effect and the Three Factors Influencing

γ→α Transformation Gibbs Free Energy, Strain Energy and Stacking Fault Energy in
Impacting Deformation Mechanisms in Transformation-induced Plasticity Steels
We have provided here the evidence that in medium-Mn TRIP steels based on the Alcontent, TRIP or TRIP/TWIP effects are the deformation mechanisms, besides dislocation slip.
This can be described in terms of the interplay between TRIP/TWIP effect and three factors,
namely γ→α transformation Gibbs free energy, strain energy and stacking fault energy via the
effect of Al-content and strain rate.
It is known that austenite stability governs TRIP effect, and the γ→α transformation Gibbs
free energy is an important factor for austenite stability. In Fe-Mn-C-Al alloy system, the change
in γ→α transformation Gibbs free energy (△Gγ→α) can be computed by the following equation
[307-309]:
 →
G  → =X Fe GFe
+  X i Gi → +  X Fe X i Fe→(i)

(5)

where i is the alloying element, which in our study includes C, Mn, and Al, Xi is the atomic
fraction of alloying element i. Gi → is the Gibbs free energy change of alloying element i for
γ→α transformation and Fe→(i) is the interaction energy parameter for iron-based solid solution
model, which can be calculated by [308,309]:
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Gi → = Gi0 − Gi0

（6）

Fe→( i) =  0Fe(i ) −  0Fe (i )

（7）

From equations (5-7), it can be seen that Gi → and Fe→(i) are negative, such that as the Alcontent increases (i.e., XAl increases), the γ→α transformation Gibbs free energy (△Gγ→α)
decreases. This indicates that austenite is less stable, which is beneficial to the TRIP effect.
Besides γ→α transformation Gibbs free energy, strain energy is another significant factor that
influences austenite stability, and can be estimated by [310]:

△Ev =(1/2)E(𝜀̇dt)2

(8)

where △Ev is the strain energy, E is the Young’s modulus and 𝜀̇ is the strain rate. The degree of
austenite stability (SA) can be expressed by:
SA= m△Gγ→α - n△Ev=m△Gγ→α - n(1/2)E(𝜀̇dt)2

(9)

where m and n are two positive coefficients. Thus, at identical Al-content, austenite stability
decreases with increase in strain rate from 0.01 s-1 to 1 s-1, which is advantageous to the TRIP
effect.
Similarly, TWIP effect depends on the propensity of twinning transformation (PT). It is
influenced by the strain energy (△Ev) and stacking fault energy (  SFE ), which can be evaluated
by:
PT = x  SFE + y△Ev=x  SFE + y(1/2)E(𝜀̇dt)2

(10)

where x and y are two positive coefficients. Previous studies on the effect of Al [307,308,312]
indicated that stacking fault energy increases linearly with Al-content. In Fe-22Mn-XAl-0.6C
alloy system, SFE increased 5 mJ/m2 for each 1 wt% addition of Al (0-6 wt%) [307] and in Fe18Mn-XAl-0.6C alloy system, SFE increased 8.72 mJ/m2 for 1 wt% of Al content (0-4 wt%)
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[311]. We can calculate the SFE for the three experimental steels based on the previously
proposed thermodynamic model [309] and is given by:
 SFE = n (G  → + E str ) + 2  /

(11)

where n is a negative coefficient, ρ is the planar atomic density of {111} fcc for pure Fe (2.95
×105 mol/m2), △Gγ→α is calculated by equation (5), Estr is the strain energy associated with the
transformation and σγ/α is the interfacial energy between γ-austenite and α-martensite, which
varies from 5-15 mJ/m2 for Fe-Mn-X alloy system, accordingly we consider an average value of
10 mJ/m2. Using the commonly accepted thermodynamic data CALPHAD (Table 4) [312], we
obtain SFE for the experimental steels. The SFE is 18 mJ/m2 for 2Al-steel, 32 mJ/m2 for 4Alsteel and 51 mJ/m2 for 6Al-steel.
Table 7.4: Free energy differences and interaction parameter differences between austenite and
martensite phases.
Free Energy Difference (△G−)
Fe
-822+1.7t+2.2E-3T2
Mn
3970-1.666T
Al
5481.04-1.799T
C
-24595.12

Interaction Parameter (△Ω−)
Fe(Fe)
-10836+22886XMn
Fe(Mn)
1780
Fe(Al)
3323
Fe(C)
42500

It is reported that TRIP effect and dislocation slip are dominant mechanisms, when the SFE
is less than 40 mJ/m2, which is approximately two times of austenite/martensite interfacial
energy [307, 313] and when the SFE is greater than 40 mJ/m2, mechanical twinning (TWIP
effect) is the dominant deformation process. When the SFE is more than twice of austenitemartensite interfacial energy, glide of Shockley partial dislocations occurs on different {111}
glide planes, which makes extrinsic stacking fault formation as the origin of the mechanical
twinning and suppresses TRIP effect. Therefore, in our study, TRIP effect along with dislocation
slip is the dominant mechanism in 2Al- and 4Al-steels because SFE is lower than the critical
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value, while with increased SFE, the propensity of twinning transformation (PT) increases, and
deformation twinning occurs. The austenite/martensite transformation (TRIP effect) is gradually
suppressed and TWIP effect dominates. This is the underlying reason for lower
martensite/austenite ratio (RM) in 6Al-steel as compared to 4Al-steel (Fig. 7). When the SFE is
same, according to the equation (10), the propensity of mechanical twinning (PT) becomes
greater with increase in strain rate. Thus, deformation twins increased with strain rate from 0.01
s-1 to 1 s-1 in 6Al-steel.
7.6

Conclusions

a)

The microstructural evolution during nanoscale deformation was studied in three
transformation-induced plasticity steels with varying Al-content by combining nanoscale
deformation experiments at different strain rates and transmission electron microscopy.
The starting microstructure comprised of different fraction of δ-ferrite, α-ferrite and
austenite. The strain rate sensitivity decreased with Al-content. According to the strain
rate sensitivity data, the activation volume of 2Al-steel was about a half (6 b3) of 6Alsteel (11 b3).

b)

Based on nanscale deformation experiments and post-mortem analysis of deformed zone
in TEM in terms of the microstructural evolution at different strain rates, there was a
distinct and fundamental transition in the microstructure and deformation behavior of the
three steels. In 2Al and 4Al-steels, strain-induced martensite (TRIP effect) and
dislocation slip contributed ductility, while “deformation twinning” (TWIP effect) and
reduced “TRIP effect” contributed to the excellent ductility of 6Al-steel.
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c)

Transmission electron microscopy observations as a function of strain rate indicated that
strain rate is a significant factor influencing strain-induced martensite (TRIP effect),
dislocation slip and deformation twins (TWIP effect). At identical Al-content, the density
of dislocations, strain-induced martensite and deformation twins (in 6Al steel) increased
gradually with increased strain rate from 0.01 s-1 to 1 s-1. This demonstrated that the
strain energy at different strain rates is of importance in governing the degree of
deformation mechanisms.

d)

The strain rate sensitivity decreased with increased Al-content in steels such that the
activation volume of 2Al-steel was approximately half of 6Al-steel.

e)

The interplay between TRIP/TWIP effect and internal energy changes in three steels
elucidated that the transition in the deformation mechanism from strain-induced
martensite in 2Al steel to deformation twinning in 6Al-steel is related to decreased
stability of austenite and increased propensity of mechanical twinning, which were
influenced by the γ→α transformation Gibbs free energy, strain energy and stacking fault
energy. The increase in Al-content is envisaged to decrease γ→α transformation Gibbs
free energy and increase stacking fault energy, while the increase of strain rate increases
the strain energy.
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Chapter 8
Future work
As the phase-reversion concept has turned out to be a successful process to obtain wide
range of grain size materials from NG to CG from a single materials 301LN austenite stainless
steel just by change the set of processing parameters, this concept can be explored on other
grades of stainless steels such as 304, 316LN. As different materials behave different to different
conditions, it would be interesting to see how they respond to the cold rolling, annealing, tensile
deformation, etc. But to begin with, the parameters must be optimized such as % cold
deformation, time-temperature sequence to successfully achieve the vivid grain size materials
and understand their effect on microstructural evolution and deformation behavior.
Since isn’t much literature regarding their microstructural and deformation behavior,
there is large prospect of research on superplasticity on steels. Further investigation can be done
on the low temperature microalloyed superplastic steel (as there) based on strain rate at constant
temperature and understand the microstructural evolution. As the strain rate changes even, the
mechanical properties also differ, so this would be an interesting scope of research to reveal
more of their behavior. Another set of investigation could be by maintaining the strain rate
constant and varying temperatures.
Quenching and tempering (Q&T) heat treatment technique which provides better
mechanical properties for experiments medium-Mn microalloyed TRIP steels compared to
austenite reverted transformation (ART) heat treatment, which has been explored extensively
before can be modified such as hot rolling or cold rolling or other parameters to understand the
austenite stability, deformation behavior and the evolution of microstructure. Exploring the strain
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rates and the nanoscale deformation can be analyze as well to better understand the properties of
the steels.
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